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This Chapter combines definitive land use regulations 
with flexible design guidelines. The need for 
innovation in all aspects of development requires 
a flexible approach to land use regulation which 
responds to the site conditions. To meet this need, 
the Cordova Hills land use will be regulated with 
a mix of Sacramento County conventional zoning 
standards and modified development regulations 
that are tailored to Cordova Hills.  The development 
regulations and design guidelines contained in 
Chapter 4 are subject to the Williamson Act contract 
restrictions set forth in Section 1.12.4 on page 1-14.  
See Figure 1-4 for location of Williamson Act Parcel.

This Chapter establishes the regulatory framework 
for administering the development over time.  For 
each of the designated land use categories this 
plan establishes the intent and purpose of the 
designation, the permitted uses, and the fundamental 
development regulations such as minimum parcel 
size, setbacks, height limits, and other basic standards 
that define the allowed development envelope.

The basic standards are augmented by design 
guidelines that expand upon and articulate the 
development vision for Cordova Hills.  These guidelines 
include architectural, site planning, streetscape, 
and landscape considerations for general classes of 
development, including residential neighborhoods, 
Village centers, and the Town Center.   

The design guidelines which follow will provide 
qualitative standards and ideas for the design of the 
community, and establish a level of character that will 
set Cordova Hills apart. These guidelines will establish 
the “look” and “feel” of residential neighborhoods, 
shopping streets, recreation amenities and open 
space, and the overall appearance of the community.  
They are compatible with the regional climate and 
seasonal change in Sacramento County.

These guidelines allow flexibility for architects, 
landscape architects, developers, builders, and 
others involved in the design of community 
elements.  Variation and customization within the 

context of the guidelines is encouraged in order to 
achieve individually distinctive neighborhoods and 
Villages, recreational amenities, and neighborhood 
and regional serving retail and services. Through 
collaboration between the master developer, the 
builder(s), and the County, Cordova Hills will be an 
example of high quality community design.

The relativity more restrictive land use regulations 
that are applied to individual land use designations, 
and the more flexible design guidelines that are 
applied broadly to a variety of land use classifications 
are combined to guide the form of the community, 
not just land use.  

4.1 PurPose and oBjectiVes
The overall purpose of the Cordova Hills Development 
Regulations and Design Guidelines is to create a 
unique master-planned community integrating 
good site planning techniques with well-defined 
architecture and landscaping in great neighborhoods.

4.1.1 community design objectives
The design objectives for Cordova Hills are as follows:

Provide the County of Sacramento and the 
Cordova Hills community with the assurances that 
the community will be developed in accordance 
with a certain design quality, character, and safety 
as set forth in this document.

Adapt the community design features to minimize 
disturbance to key environmental features.

Create individuality and community identity 
through the implementation of an Early California 
design theme and a variety of indigenous 
architectural styles with a common design 
character. The common thread of landscape, 
hardscape, fences/walls, lighting, signage, and 
monuments will blend and harmonize with the 
surrounding rural environment.

Plan for attractive public spaces, parks, trails and 
open spaces. 

•

•

•

•
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Create neighborhood parks as key focal points for each 
neighborhood, for social and recreation activities.

Integrate development areas with open space in a 
manner that provides a natural transition between 
the two elements.

4.2 iMPLeMentation oF the 
deVeLoPMent reguLations 
and design guideLines

4.2.1 general Plan and Zoning consistency
State planning law requires the Zoning Code to 
be consistent with the General Plan. Each General 
Plan land use category must have one or more 
corresponding zone district, and the development 
standards and land use regulations contained in 
the Zoning Code must reflect the policy statements 
in the Land Use Element.  The processes and 
regulations for implementing and administering the 
Cordova Hills Master Plan are described in detail in 
Chapter 9.

The County General Plan may be somewhat broad in 
its discussion of permitted land uses and development 
intensities, zoning provisions must identify specific 
regulations so that property owners and developers 
can determine how particular properties can be used 
and developed.

This Master Plan summarizes the essential development 
standards for each land use category; however, the 
existing Zoning Ordinance contains substantially 
greater detail regarding certain development standards 
that apply throughout the County.  Parking area 
standards are an example of development standards 
that need not be repeated in the regulations unless a 
unique standard is appropriate.

4.2.2 community-wide transfer of dwelling 
unit allocation

There are six Villages within Cordova Hills: Town 
Center, Ridgeline, University Village, Creekside, East 
Valley, and Estates.  If a Village is developed with 

•

•

less than the maximum number of units allowed 
then the “unused” development potential may be 
transferred to another Village within Cordova Hills.  
In no case shall transfers result in:  

The cumulative average daily vehicle trips (CADT) 
or maximum number of dwelling units exceeding 
the Village’s planned maximums by more than 
10%.  Any transfer of development that exceeds 
these maximums will require a Master Plan 
Amendment.  Transfer of residential units from one 
Village to another shall never result in exceeding 
the maximum total number of dwelling units or 
maximum total commercial floor area approved in 
the Master Plan.  If a Village receives an increase 
in dwelling units or floor area, another Village 
or combination of Villages, must have an equal 
reduction in dwelling units or floor area.

Significant alteration of the basic character of the 
planned development in the receiving Village.  

4.2.3 air Quality
All individual development projects shall 
implement Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality 
Management District rules and mitigation pertinent 
to construction related-ozone precursor emissions, 
as defined by the most current version of the 
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management 
District Guide to Air Quality Assessment.  

Buffers shall be established on a project-by-project 
basis and incorporated during permit or project 
review to provide for buffer separations between 
sensitive land uses and sources of air pollution 
odor.  The California Air Resources Board’s “Air 
Quality and Land Use Handbook:  A Community 
Health Perspective,” or more current document, 
shall be utilized when establishing these buffers.  
Sensitive uses include schools, daycare facilities, 
congregate care facilities, hospitals, or other places 
of long-term residency for people (this includes 
both single and multiple-family).  The buffers shall 
be applies to source of air pollution or odor, and 
shall be established based either on proximity to 

•

•

•

•
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existing sensitive uses or proximity to the property 
boundary of land designated for sensitive uses.  
Buffers current at the time of the establishment of 
this SPA indicate that sensitive uses should be: 

A least 500 feet from auto body repair services.  

At least 50 feet from existing gasoline dispensing 
stations with an annual throughput of less than 
3.6 million gallons and 300 feet from existing 
gasoline dispensing stations with an annual 
throughput at or above 3.6 million gallons. 

At least 300 feet from existing land uses that use 
methylene chloride or other solvents identified 
as a TAC, including furniture manufacturing 
and repair services. 

4.2.3 covenants conditions and 
restrictions

In addition to the standards and guidelines established 
in this Master Plan, the project development will be 
guided by development covenants, conditions and 
restrictions (CC&Rs) administered by the master 
developer and subsequent Home Owners Association 
(HOA). The CC&Rs will be recorded concurrent with 
recordation of the final subdivision map to provide 
more specific criteria of allowable and prohibited 
architectural elements.

4.3 Land use designations 
and PerMitted uses

The Cordova Hills Land Use Master Plan identifies 
sixteen land use classifications. These classifications 
have some features common to the Sacramento 
County Zone Ordinance classifications, but each land 
use designation in Cordova Hills is a distinct designation 
that is fully described in the Cordova Hills Master Plan. 

Table 4.1 provides a preliminary summary of the 
proposed Land Use Classifications and the general 
list of permitted uses defined in the Master Plan.

•

•

•

Each designation category allows a range of 
permitted land uses that, in some instances, overlap 
with other land use designations. The intent is to 
provide a blending, rather than a distinct separation, 
of uses and activities.

Specific uses that are not included in Table 4.1, 
Summary of Land Use Designations and Permitted 
Uses, may be added through a Minor Master Plan 
Amendment as defined in Chapter 9, Section 9.2.2.2.

4.3.1 residential Product types and 
categories

The Cordova Hills Plan includes a notable diversity in 
residential types, styles and configurations. Indeed, 
housing diversity is one of the hallmarks of this 
plan.

Single-family residential uses include the majority of uses 
in Cordova Hills, but even in this single broad category 
there is a substantial variety of types, densities, prices and 
styles. Conventional front-loaded homes and alley-loaded 
homes, which front on green courts or local streets, are 
allowed in all land use categories and neighborhoods. A 
variety of single-family floor plans, square footages and 
architectural designs are envisioned.

Multi-family townhomes/flats (for rent or for sale), 
apartments and duplexes are allowed in the MDR, 
RD20, HDR1 and HDR2 land use designations. The 
townhome and apartment uses will have immediate 
access to internal collector streets, minimizing traffic 
impacts on surrounding lower density residential 
neighborhoods. Multifamily buildings will either 
front on local or collector streets or court yards, and 
often take access from rear alleys.

Live/work opportunities are included in single family 
detached, multi-family townhomes and flats fronting 
on the central, locations such as neighborhood parks 
and the Town Center.
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Table 4.1: Summary of Land Use Designations and Permitted Uses

Land Use Des�gnat�ons Perm�tted Uses

(AG) Agriculture
Agriculture. Sports Park, Solar Farm, District Energy Plant, Corporation Yard, Park and Ride Lot,  
Transit Parking Facility, Fueling Station, Roads, Storm Water and Storm Quality Basins, Community 

Gardens, Avoided Areas, Sewer Pump Station and Line, Water Tanks and Similar Utilities

(AG-80) Agriculture Interim designation that permits land uses consistent with AG-80 found in Sacramento 
County’s Zoning Code.  See section 1.12.4 regarding interim designation.

(P/QP) Public/Quasi Public Churches, Schools, Parks, Public Utilities, Libraries, Fire Stations, Community Gardens, Flood 
Control and Storm Water Quality Treatment Facilities)

(R) Recreation Parks, Recreation Centers, Community Centers, Concessions, Minor Retail, Coffee Shop, Paseos, 
Open Space, Flood Control and Storm Water Quality Treatment Facilities

(R2) Recreation and 
Open Space

Parks, Recreation Centers*, Community Gardens, Community Centers*, Concessions*, 
Minor Retail*, Coffee Shop*, Paseos, Open Space, Flood Control and Storm Water Quality 

Treatment Facilities

(AV) Avoided Areas Resource Avoidance, Trails, Outdoor Classroom, Interpretive Signage

(ER) Estates Residential
(1 to 4 du/acre)

Single Family Dwellings, Schools, Parks, Private Community Centers, Gardens, Landmark Features, 
Private Schools, Public Utilities, Flood Control and Storm Water Quality Treatment Facilities

(LDR) Low Density Residential 
(4 to 7 du/acre)

Single Family Dwellings, Duplex and Halfplex Dwellings, Churches, Schools, Parks, Public and 
Private Community Centers, Gardens, Landmark Features, Private Schools, Public Utilities, 

Libraries, Fire Stations, Police Stations, Flood Control and Storm Water Quality  
Treatment Facilities

(MDR) Medium Density Residential 
(7 to 15 du/acre)

Small and Medium Lot Single Family Dwellings, Greencourt, Motorcourt, Duplexes, Halfplexes, 
Townhomes, Live/Work Dwellings, Neighborhood Work Centers, Children and Senior Day 
Care Centers, Churches, Schools, Parks, Public and Private Community Centers, Gardens, 
Landmark Features Private Schools, Public Utilities, Libraries, Fire Stations, Police Stations, 

Flood Control and Storm Water Quality Treatment Facilities

(RD20) Medium/High Density 
Residential (20 du/acre) Same as MDR

(HDR1) High Density Residential 
(20 to 30 du/acre)

Townhomes, Apartments, Live/Work Dwellings, Neighborhood Work Centers, Children and 
Senior Day Care Centers, Recreation Centers, Churches, Schools, Parks, Private Schools, 
Public Utilities, Libraries, Fire Stations, Flood Control and Storm Water Quality Treatment 

Facilities

(HDR2) (30 to 40 du/acre) Same as HDR 1

Land Use Des�gnat�ons Perm�tted Uses

(FRO) Flex Residential Overlay
Flex Residential Overlay applies to LDR, MDR, RD20, and HDR uses as indicated on the FRO 

Map.  All uses allowed in the underlying land use designations, plus Retail and Work 
Centers, Live / Work Dwellings, Children and Senior Day Care Centers

(FC) Flex Commercial Please refer to the following description of permitted and prohibited uses.

(CMU) Commercial Mixed-use  Hospital (100 bed maximum) 
Please refer to the following description of permitted and prohibited uses.

(FO) Flex Office Please refer to the following description of permitted uses.

(TC) Town Center TC permits all uses allowed in the other land use designations, except FRO and the Estates.  
Please refer to the following description.

* USeS Not aLLoweD IN tHe PaSeo CeNtRaL aRea
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4.3.1.1 estates residential (er)

The Estate Residential category includes single 
family detached lots with the lowest density and 
largest lot size in Cordova Hills.  Lot sizes range 
from approximately 11,000 s.f. to one-acre lots.  
This category is primarily located to the east of the 
electrical transmission lines and provides for sweeping 
views to the east on lots which could accommodate 
custom or estate development.

4.3.1.3 Medium density residential (Mdr)

The Medium Density Residential category will provide 
a mix of housing types up to 15 dwelling units per net 
acre, with intensities ranging from compact single family 
residential clusters to multi-family garden apartments, 
townhomes and condominiums, and is generally 
characterized by small lot single-family detached, single-
family attached (e.g., townhomes, condominiums, 
brownstones), and small apartment complexes.

This density range allows substantial flexibility 
in selecting dwelling unit types and parcel 
configurations to suit particular site conditions and 
housing needs. 

Medium Density Residential

4.3.1.2 Low density residential (Ldr)

The Low Density Residential category includes single-
family detached homes. The Low Density Residential 
category includes dwelling units in configurations up 
to 7 dwelling units per net acre (exclusive of open 
space and adjacent collector streets). The density 
range allows substantial flexibility in selecting 
dwelling unit types and parcel configurations to suit 
particular site conditions and housing needs. 

4.3.1.4 rd20

The RD20 residential category specifically provides the 
locations and the appropriate development standards 
to accommodate affordable housing in Cordova 
Hills.  This category includes multi-family residential 
apartments and townhomes, with parking provided in 
surface lots adjacent to the structures.

estates Residential

Low Density Residential
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High Density Residential

4.3.1.5 high density residential (hdr1 & hdr2)

High density residential is the most urban residential 
category. This designation will typically be  used for 
larger multi-family housing complexes, including 
apartments and condominiums. High density 
residential may also include vertical mixed-use 
projects. Parking for these facilities is usually provided 
in surface lots or structures located in or around 
the complex. The high density residential use will 
be located adjacent to a mixed-use neighborhood 
center, and allows residential density up to 40 
dwelling units per net acre.

motor court, townhomes and apartments. These 
are samples of housing products expected to be 
implemented in Cordova Hills, and illustrated in 
perspective renderings with sample plot plans.

4.3.3 non-residential and Mixed-use 
categories

4.3.3.1 Flex commercial (Fc) 

The FC classification permits retail, services and 
work center uses that serve the surrounding 
neighborhood.  Table 4.2 lists the allowed uses in 
the FC classification.

Prohibited uses 

Uses that are prohibited in the FC designation 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 

Truck and utility trailer sales, lease 

Ambulance service

Cold storage, frozen food locker 

Parking lot or garage as primary use 

Mini-storage 

Taxidermist 

Towing service 

Pawn shop 

Camper shell sales or service 

RV and boat storage 

Recycling centers 

Adult entertainment establishments 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4.3.2 Product Matrix
Figure 4.1: Housing Product Matrix, provides a quick 
reference and summary of all proposed housing types, 
approximate square footages and densities for Cordova 
Hills. These are subject to the Development Standards in 
Table 4.6, Detached Development Standards in Table 4.7, 
Attached/Multi-Family Development Standard in Table 
4.8 which follow. Non-Residential Standards are included 
in Table 4.9 Non-Residential Development Standards.

Included with the Development Standards are 
illustrative examples of residential housing product 
types included in the standards, such as various single-
family detached, alley loaded detached, greencourt, 
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© 2010  WILLIAM HEZMALHALCH ARCHITECTS, INC.

© 2010  WILLIAM HEZMALHALCH ARCHITECTS, INC.

© 2010  WILLIAM HEZMALHALCH ARCHITECTS, INC.

Note: Densities are based on project typicals with net acreage calculations.

A Visual Guide to Densities

Figure 4.1: Housing Product Matrix
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Perm�tted Uses FC CMU FO

General Merchandise X X

Business Services X X X

Personal Services X X X

Food Services X X X

Neighborhood-Serving Food, Drug, or Liquor Sales X X

Children and Senior Care Centers X X

Parks and Recreation Centers X X X

Churches X X

Schools X

Libraries X X

Fire and Police Stations X X X

Gasoline Stations 1 X

Gasoline Stations with Accessory X

Auto Repair 1

Auto Sales- Motorcycle, Alternative Vehicle, and Moped Only 1 1

Neighborhood Vehicle and Auto Rental 1 1

Business or Professional Office X X

Insurance Office X

Bank / Financial Institution X X X

Medical or Dental Office X X X

Laboratory and Research X X X

Office Support Services X X X

Computer-Related Services X X X

Public Utilities and Stormwater Facilities X

Hardware Stores X X

Educational Services X X X

Civic X X

Entertainment X X

Hospitality X X

Primary=Use Parking Lot or Garage X

Recycling Centers X

Residential (not to exceed 25% of net area) X X X

Farmers’ Markets X X X

X: Permitted  1: Requires a Use Permit

Table 4.2: Non-Residential Permitted Uses.
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4.3.3.2 Flex office (Fo) 

The FO designation is intended for professional 
office, research and development, flex office, and 
appropriate related uses, including high density 
residential, located in a campus-like setting.  Table 
4.2 lists the allowed uses in the FO classification

4.3.3.3 commercial Mixed-use

The Commercial Mixed Use (CMU) designation applies 
to the Town Center. The CMU land use designation 
consists of two distinct subareas.  North of Chrysanthy 
Boulevard the Town Center will be an intensive mix of 
regional oriented retail, services, and entertainment. 
South of Chrysanthy Blvd., the CMU will provide 
more locally oriented shopping and employment 
opportunities.  All CMU designations will allow up 
to 25 percent of the net developable land area to be 
developed as high density residential in horizontal or 
vertical integrated configurations.

4.3.3.4 Flex residential overlay

The Flex Residential Overlay (FRO) allows certain 
non-residential uses in LDR, MDR, RD-20, and  
HRD-1 designations, as indicated on Figure 3.5 
Illustrative Land Use Plan Figure 3.5 Illustrative Land 
Use Plan. The intent is to allow all the underlying uses 
in the residential designations in addition to retail, 
work centers, live/work dwellings, shopkeeper units, 
Children and Senior Care Centers. These FRO uses 
are compatible with residential uses in the stated land 
use designations. Flex Residential Overlay uses shall be 
located along major collector roadways and at major 
collector intersections throughout Cordova Hills.  Refer 
to Figure 4.2 and Table 4.3 for FRO locations and 
maximum square footage.

Max�mum Commerc�al Sq. Ft.

Ridgeline: 92,000 sq. ft. 

University Village: 88,860 sq. ft.

East Valley: 111,200 sq. ft. 

Town Center: 966,779 sq. ft. 

FRO*: 90,580 sq. ft.

Total Project Sq. Ft.: 1,349,419 sq. ft. 

*Assumes 10% FRO Build Out

Figure 4.2: FRo Location Map

Table 4.3: Maximum Commercial Sq. Ft.

Conceptual Commercial Mixed-use example

Legend

Flex Commercial

FRO Designation
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Flex commercial

The residential component of any Commercial 
Mixed-Use development may provide dwellings 
at densities of approximately 15 to 25 units per 
acre, or higher  The residential component shall be 
considered to be that portion of a site or plan area 
allocated exclusively to residential use, net of any 
commercial or office use.

The Cordova Hills Plan includes various potential 
Commercial Mixed-Use sites. Each is ideally located 
along a major street and could be a transit oriented 
development served by bus, a local shuttle or 
all three. The sites are adjacent to high density 
residential and are served by the pedestrian and 
bike trail network that connects the sites to the 
surrounding neighborhoods. Each of the sites has 
within it or nearby a small neighborhood scale park. 
These parks will add a visual amenity and focal 
point with leisure activities that will complement 
the retail and service businesses and the residential 
components of the center.

4.3.3.4 town center Village

The Town Center Village will be a vibrant regional 
mixed use center situated on 220 gross acres located 
along Grantline Road and north of the University / 
College Campus Center.  The Village will integrate 
retail and office uses with a variety of residential 
home types in response to the market demand. The 
Town Center shall be a dynamic urban environment.  
The specific list of uses permitted in the Town 
Center Village is summarized in the Development 
Regulations for each of the uses incorporated in this 
Village.

Within the Town Center Village the intent is to 
allow flexibility in the development regulations 
that govern phasing and placement of uses.  The 
Town Center Village incorporates permitted uses 
in the High Density Residential 1 & 2, Medium 
Density Residential, RD20 Residential, Low Density 
Residential, Flex Office, Flex Commercial and 

Commercial Mixed Use designations.  The village 
development standard combines these permitted 
uses under a set of specific design principles and 
standards that will guide development to ensure an 
active community core.   

The ultimate development pattern will be responsive 
to market forces and emerging visions in community 
design.  The overall development form will reflect 
the primary characteristics of the location: higher 
intensity uses will aggregate along the Grantline 
Road frontage and less intensive residential and 
supporting uses will be organized as distinctive 
neighborhoods adjacent to the large Avoided Area.

The Town Center Village includes five distinct 
“districts” that further define the intended character, 
locations and applications of the proposed uses 
(see Figure 4.4 for the location of each district).  
Each district will provide a mix of unique land-
uses and neighborhood patterning with intrinsic 
qualities that define the character and uses therein.  
The Development Regulations established in the 
Cordova Hills Master Plan will provide specific rules 
and guidelines that allow the land use within each 

Figure 4.3: town Center
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district to change from residential to commercial 
and office or from commercial and office to 
residential; and to adjust the permitted residential 
density within each district.

All land uses within each of the individual districts will 
comply with the Cordova Hills land use classifications 
in this chapter.  Further detail and actual location 
will be further developed through the development 
process between Cordova Hills and the County.  The 
districts are illustrated in the following exhibit and 
depict the unique setting of each.

The five districts defined in the Cordova Hills Town 
Center Village are:

Retail / Entertainment District

Business Mixed Use District

Town Center North

Town Center East 

Southern Gateway District

•

•

•

•

•

retail / entertainment district

Located along the eastern side of Grant Line Road 
north of Chrysanthy Boulevard and south of the 
northern access point/road, the Retail/ Entertainment 
District will serve as the primary activity center for the 
western portion of Cordova Hills.  Complementing 
the University / College Campus Center, the district 
will provide lifestyle entertainment, dining, retail and 
hospitality.  A strong emphasis on pedestrian friendly 
design and diverse shopping will provide a distinctive 

experience for future visitors.

The proximity to Chrysanthy Boulevard, North Access 
Road, and Grantline Road presents an opportunity to 
provide public transit to this district and thereby to 
design this as a Transit Oriented Development with 
heavy emphasis on pedestrian networks oriented to 
the shops, dining and similar uses envisioned here.

Business Mixed use district

Located along the eastern side of Grant Line Road 
and south of Chrysanthy Boulevard, the Business 
Mixed Use District will provide local serving retail 
and a live/work neighborhood.  Retail along with 
office and mixed use opportunities will create a 
district where future residents can work and play 
within close proximity to their homes.  Located 
near the University / College Campus Center, this 
district could provide a unique employment center 
with support retail and residential.

town center north district

The most northern district within the Town Center 
Village will be a blend of residential and mixed-
use opportunities.  This district will be relatively 
self-contained with a mix of residential housing 
supported by shopping, entertainment and 
recreation.  With the majority of the intended land 
uses being residential, this district will provide a 
broad array of housing opportunities.   

Figure 4.4: town Center Districts

towN CeNteR NoRtH

RetaIL /  
eNteRtaINMeNt

towN CeNteR 
eaSt

BUSINeSS 
MIxeD USe

SoUtHeRN Gateway
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town center east district

The East District will offer diverse housing types 
and mixed use opportunities.  Surrounded on three 
sides by Avoided Areas, the East District is naturally 
a compact, walkable neighborhood well defined by 
edges and a central park feature.  The surrounding 
open space will create a distinct character in the 
Town Center East District. 

southern gateway district

Just north of the University / College Campus 
Center, the Southern Gateway district provides a 
unique setting in Cordova Hills.  Southern Gateway 
is a relatively narrow neighborhood located along 
University Boulevard, but bordering on the large, 
passive open space Avoided Areas.  Linkages to the 
open space and the University / College Campus 
Center will allow this district to be a transition of 
land uses.  This district will be a blend of residential 
uses and intensities that transitions from the 
energized retail / entertainment core to the quiet 
neighborhoods on the east.  This neighborhood 
provides opportunities for mixed-use live work/ 
office associated with the University / College 
Campus Center and a variety of housing types in the 
mid and higher density ranges.  

town center Maximum development Potential

The ultimate development in the Town Center Village 
will depend on the mix of uses ultimately delivered 
by market forces and development interests.  If 
the Town Center ultimately develops as a primary 
regional commercial and employment center then 
the land available for dwelling units in the Town 
Center could be reduced.  If, on the other hand the 
commercial and office uses develop only to the scale 
necessary for local services and shopping then the 
land available for residential use could be greater.  
The Town Center land use designation is intended 
to provide flexibility to accommodate a range of 
responses to the market place.  Therefore a precise 
number of dwelling units and square footage of 

non-residential uses is not established in this Master 
Plan.  Nonetheless, it is necessary to establish a 
target or assumption of the maximum development 
potential in order to evaluate the project. Table 4.4 
provides a summary of maximum square footage for 
each district.

Town Center V�llage D�str�cts
Max�mum Commerc�al 

Sq. Ft. 

TC - North 59,991

TC - Retail /Entertainment 392,911

TC - Business Mixed Use 281,398

TC - East 112,123

TC - Southern Gateway 120,356

Total TC Max. Commercial Sq. Ft. 966,779

Table 4.4: Town Center District Summary of Maximum 
Commercial Sq. Ft.

For environmental impact analysis the Town Center 
Village will set a maximum of 1,750 total dwelling 
units.  The maximum floor area of commercial and 
office uses included in the Town Center Village is 
summarized in the following table.

Table 4.5: Town Center Summary of Commercial 
and Office Use

Land Use Max FAR* Max SF

CMU 3.00 656,379

FO 4.00 310,400

Total 966,779

*FLooR aRea RatIo

The Town Center will contain active park area, and 
may also include urban pocket parks, paseos, trails, 
public plazas and other recreational facilities. 
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4.3.4 Public/Quasi-Public and open space 
categories

4.3.4.1 Public/Quasi-Public

The Public/Quasi-Public (P/QP) category includes a 
variety of public and other land uses. Possible uses 
include civic buildings, schools, religious institutions, 
hospitals, and others. 

All Public/Quasi-Public and Open Spaces (R and R-2) uses 
including schools and parks shall have an underlying 
land use classification of Low Density Residential. This 
allows flexibility in the location and shape of schools and 
park sites within the land plan. The approval of a school 
or park site is subject to adjustment in the respective  
Villages at the time of the tentative map approval to 
accommodate their needs. The underlying Low Density 
Residential use would apply in the event that the 
respective district determines that a proposed school 
and/or park site is not needed, or must be adjusted in 
size or configuration.

4.3.4.2 recreation (r) and recreation and 
open space (r-2)

Land within the Recreation (R) and Recreation and 
Open Space (R-2) categories would be used for both 
active and passive recreational activities, such as parks, 
open space corridors, and trails. Parks may include 
commercial recreational facilities that are principally 
oriented toward outdoor uses.  Typically, common 
open space lands may be held in either public or private 
ownership. Land within this category may also be used 
for detention basins, creek ways, and other passive 
uses when located next to active recreational uses. 
Open spaces may be multi-purpose, such as a soccer 
field that serves as a detention basin.  Not permitted in  
R-2 Paseo Central Area: Recreation Centers, Community 
Centers, Concessions, Minor Retail, and Coffee Shops.  
These uses are permitted in all other R-2 areas

4.3.5 natural resources and avoided areas
The Cordova Hills Land Plan provides substantial 
Avoided Areas dedicated to protecting species habitat. 
Compatible adjacent land uses and infrastructure 
will contribute to the successful avoidance of this 
natural resource area. Chapter 7, Natural Resources, 
describes the use and management of the avoided 
areas in the Cordova Hills community.

4.4 deVeLoPMent standards
The following  Standards and Regulations implement 
the planning and design concepts for this Master 
Plan. These standards and regulations are consistent 
with the land use goals and objectives of the County 
of Sacramento General Plan.

The Development Standards include illustrative 
examples of residential housing product types 
included in the standards, such as various single-
family detached, alley loaded detached, greencourt, 
motor court, townhomes and apartments. These 
are samples of housing products expected to be 
implemented in Cordova Hills, and illustrated in 
perspective renderings with sample plot plans.Conceptual Park
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Table 4.6: Summary of Development Standards

Master Plan Land 
Use Des�gnat�on

ER LDR MDR RD-�0 HDR TC P/QP

Permitted Housing 
Types

Detached1 Detached1 Detached1/ Attached2 Attached2 Attached2 Attached2 N/A

Large-Lot

Medium Lot
Small Lot
Duplex
Halfplex

Medium Lot, Small 
Lot, Duplex, Half-
plex, Alley-loaded, 

Green Court, Motor 
Court, Townhomes, 

Apartments

Townhomes, 
Apartments

Townhomes
Apartments
Live/Work

Townhomes
Apartments
Live/Work 

Non-
residential3

Non-
residential3

Floor Area Ratio n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.35 0.35

Lot size per Unit  
(sq. ft.) 6,000 4,000 2,275 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Maximum Density 1-4 du/ac 4-7 du/ac 7-15 du/ac 20 du/ac 20-40 du/ac 20-40 du/ac n/a

Lot Width 50 45 25 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Front Yard Setback to 
Living Space 15 12 5 10 10 0/10 n/a

Front Yard Setback  
to Garage Door 20 19 5 5 5 5 n/a

Side Yard Setback (One 
Side) 5 5 4 5 5 0 n/a

Side Yard Setback 
Adjacent to LDR n/a n/a n/a 5 5 20 n/a

Side Yard Setback 
(Both Sides 
Together)

10 10 8 10 10 n/a n/a

Side Yard Adjacent to 
Street 10 10 5 10 10 10 n/a

Rear Yard Setback 20 20 3 12 10 0 n/a

Rear Yard Setback 
if 6’ Covered Front 
Porch is Provided

20 20 15 10 10 0 n/a

 Rear Yard Setback 
Adjacent to LDR n/a n/a 12 15 15 20 20

Landscape Area 
Adjacent to LDR n/a n/a n/a 10 10 10 10

Open Space Per 
Dwelling Unit  
(sq. ft.)

n/a n/a n/a 150 150 n/a n/a

Maximum Building 
Height Adj. to LDR n/a n/a n/a 2 stories or 

24’ w/in 60’
2 stories or
24’ w/in 60’

2 stories or
24’ w/in 60’

2 stories or
24’ w/in 60’

Maximum Building 
Height

2 stories or 
35’

2 stories or 
35’ 2 stories or 35’ 3 stories or 

45’
3 stories or 

45’ 5 stories 5 stories

NOTE: MINIMUM REQUIREMENT IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE DESIGNATED. 
1. REFER TO TABLE 4.7 FOR DETACHED RESIDENTIAL DETAILED MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
2. REFER TO TABLE 4.8 FOR ATTACHED RESIDENTIAL DETAILED MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
3. REFER TO TABLE 4.9 FOR NON-RESIDENTIAL DETAILED MINIMUM DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

4.4.1 summary of Land use development standards
Table 4.6: Summary of Development Standards indicates corresponding Master Plan land use, minimum setbacks, 
open space, and maximum height. Maximum allowable development on individual parcels of land is governed by 
these measures of density or intensity.
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Table 4.7: Detached Residential Development Standards

BUILDING TYPE/
PRODUCT

S�ngle Fam�ly  Detached�

Large Lot Med�um Lot Small Lot Alley Loaded
Green Court 

Clusters
Motorcourt 

Cluster

Description Typ. 6,000-
8,000 SF Lots

Typ. 4,000-
6,000 SF Lots

Typ. 3, 000-4,000 
SF Lots

Typ. 2,275- 
4,000 SF Lots

Typ. 2,275-
4,000 SF Lots

Typ. 2,275-
4,000 SF Lots

Permitted Land Uses ER LDR, MDR MDR MDR MDR MDR

Lot Size (s.f.) 6,000 s.f. 4,000 s.f. 3,000 s.f. 2,275 s.f. n/a n/a

Lot Width 50’ 45’ 45’ 35’ 25’ 25’

Lot Depth 90’ 80’ 80’ 65’ n/a n/a

Cul/Knuckle Frontage 30’ 30’ 30’ 30’ n/a n/a

MAX BUILDING COVERAGE 50% 50% 50% 60% 60% 60%

MAX DENSITY (GROSS) 6 du/ac 8 du/ac 8 du/ac 10 du/ac 14 du/ac 14 du/ac

SETBACKS1

Front

     Living Space 15’ 12’ 12’ 10’ 6’ 5’

     Garage 20’ 18’ 18’ n/a 5’ 5’

     Swing-in Garage/Porch2 10’ 10’ 10’ 6’ 6’ 5’

Backup for Swing-in 24’ 24’ 24’ n/a n/a n/a

Side

     Interior 5’/53 5’/5’3 5’/5’3 0’/5’3 0’/4’3 0’/4’3

     Corner 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 5’

Rear

     Living Space 20’ 15’ 15’ 3’ 3’ 3’

     Attached Garage 5’ 5’ 5’ 5’ 5’ 5’

Accessory4

     To any property line 5’ 5’ 5’ 5’ 5’ 5’

MAX. HEIGHT5 35’ 35’ 35’ 35’ (2 story) 35’ (2 story) 35’ (2 story)

MAX. STORIES 2 2 2 2 1/2 2 1/2 2 1/2

PARKING

OVERALL/DU6 2.33 2.33 2.33 2.33 2.33 2.33

     GARAGE/DU 2 2 2 2 2 2

     GUEST/DU .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33

Note: MINIMUM REQUIREMENT IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE DESIGNATED. 
1.  TO ROWS (BACK OF SIDEWALK), NOT INCLUDING PROJECTIONS.
2.  MIN. PORCH DEPTH: 6’.
3.  ‘Z’ LOT, ZERO LOT LINE WITH RECIPROCAL EASEMENT PRODUCT AREA ALLOWED.
4.  MAX. HEIGHT OF AN ACCESSORY STRUCTURE IS 16’
5.  A THIRD STORY ELEMENT IS ALLOWED WITH A MAXIMUM BLDG. HEIGHT OF 38’.
6.  FOR SINGLE-FAMILY DETACHED HOMES WITH 5 OR MORE BEDROOMS, ONE ADDITIONAL COVERED SPACE MUST BE ADDED (3 PER UNIT).
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S�ngle Fam�ly Large Lot Convent�onal (TYP. 6,000 S.F. to 8,000 S.F.)

typical Plotting Diagram

Streetscene Perspective

vaRIeS 57’-70’ (CoRNeR vaRIeS 52’-65’ vaRIeS 52’-65’ vaRIeS 52’-65’
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Streetscene Perspective

typical Plotting Diagram

S�ngle Fam�ly Med�um Lot Convent�onal (TYP. 4,000 S.F. to 6,000 S.F.)

     45’ MIN. 45’ MIN. 50’ (CoRNeR Lot)
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Streetscene Perspective

typical Plotting Diagram

S�ngle Fam�ly Small Lot Convent�onal (TYP. 3,000 S.F. to 4,000 S.F.)

46’ 46’ 51’
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Streetscene Perspective

typical Plotting Diagram

S�ngle Fam�ly Alley Loaded

35’ 35’ 40’
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Streetscene Perspective

typical Plotting Diagram

S�ngle Fam�ly Green Court Cluster

44’ 33’ 33’ 44’
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Streetscene Perspective
Streetscene Perspective

typical Plotting Diagram

S�ngle Fam�ly Motor Court Cluster

29’ 38’ 38’ 35’ (CoRNeR Lot)
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Table 4.8: Attached/Multi-Family Residential Development Standards

MULTI-FAMILY ATTACHED

BUILDING TYPE/PRODUCT Apartments Townhomes

PERMITTED USES 1.  Multi-Family Homes (for rent)
2.  Live/Work

1.  Multi-Family Homes
2.  Live/Work

Applicable Land Uses RD-20, HDR, TC RD-20, HDR, TC

Lot Size (s.f.) n/a n/a

Lot Width n/a n/a

MAX DENSITY 40 du/ac 40 du/ac

SETBACKS

Front1

     Living Space 10’ 10’

     Garage 5’ or 18’ 5’ or 18’

Side

     Interior or end 5’ 5’

     Corner on street 10’ 10’

Rear

     Living Space 10’ 10’

     Attached Garage 5’ 5’

MAX. HEIGHT 45’ 45’

MAX. STORIES 5 5

PARKING2

     Overall /DU 2.332 2.332

     Covered/DU 1 1

     Guest/DU .33 .33

Inside garage dimension-single (min.) 10’ x 20’ 10’ x 20’

Inside garage dimension-double (min.) 20’ x 20’ 20’ x 20’

Unenclosed stall dimension (min.) 9’ x 20’ 9’ x 20’

SEPARATION3

     Side to Side 10’ 10’

     All other separations 20’ 20’

OPEN SPACE4

     Private

     Common 150 s.f. 150 s.f.

FLOOR AREA (S.F.) 600 s.f. /du 900 s.f. /du

Note: MINIMUM REQUIREMENT IN FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE DESIGNATED. 
1.  FOR MULTI-FAMILY BUILDINGS, FRONT YARD SETBACKS TO A STRAIGHT-IN GARAGE MUST BE EITHER A MAXIMUM OF 5’ OR BE A 

MINIMUM OF 20’ MEASURED FROM THE RIGHT OF WAY.  IF ROLL-UP GARAGE DOORS ARE INSTALLED, THE 20’ SETBACK MAY BE 
REDUCED DOWN TO A MINIMUM OF 18”.  

2.  PARKING RATIOS FOR SENIORS APARTMENTS IS 1.5/DU OVERALL, INCLUDING GUEST PARKING.  AFFORDABLE HOUSING MUST INCOR-
PORATE PARKING RATIOS AS STATED ABOVE.

3.  A MINIMUM DIMENSION OF 26’ CLEAR MUST BE MAINTAINED BETWEEN FACING SECOND STORY ELEVATIONS IN ALLEYS. 
4.  PRIVATE OPEN SPACE CALCULATION IS DETERMINED BASED ON INDIVIDUAL PRODUCT DESIGN, COMMON SPACE AND ADJACENT 

OPEN SPACE AMENITIES.
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Streetscene Perspective

typical Plotting Diagram

Mult� Fam�ly Row Townhomes
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Table 4.9: Non-Residential Development Standards

Town Center Flex-Commerc�al

Building Type/ 
Product

Commercial/retail /office/civic/flex/ 
medical (conventional) Commercial/retail /office/ residential (vertical mixed-use)

Permitted Uses Commercial/retail /office/civic/ 
medical/ high density residential

Commercial/retail /office/ 
residential 

(vertical mixed-use)

Min. Lot Size 1,000 s.f. 1,000 s.f.

Max. Height 4 stories over 1 story 4 stories over 1 story

Min. Stories 2 2

Max. Stories 5 5

Max. Gross Density/ 
Intensity .35 F.A.R. .35 F.A.R. 

Design Review

Setbacks

   Front (street) 0’ 10’

   Side (street) 0’ 10’

   Rear 0’ 0’

Building Separation Determined by UBC Determined by UBC

Parking Refer to Town Center Parking Standards, Sub-
Section             .

Refer to Town Center Parking Standards, Sub-Section             
.

1.  Not INCLUDING PRojeCtIoNS.
2.  MIN. BUILDING SePaRatIoN BetweeN CoMMeRCIaL/RetaIL USeS aND StaND aLoNe MULtI-FaMILy ReSIDeNtIaL SHaLL Be 10’.
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4.5 schooL standards
For all schools within Cordova Hills, liquor sales are 
precluded 600 feet from any school site.  Specifically, 
the California Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) 
Department is specifically authorized to refuse 
issuance, other than renewal or ownership transfer, 
or any retail licence for premises located within the 
immediate vicinity of churches, schools, hospitals 
and non-profit youth facilities, including, but not 
limited to facilities serving Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts or 
Camp Fire Girls.  

Refer to Section 23789 of the ABC Control Act for 
more detail on this statue.

4.6 Parking standards 
For neV’s

Parking for NEVs in existing communities has typically 
been in standard or compact automobile parking 
stalls. NEVs will continue to be permitted to utilize 
automobile parking stalls, but smaller parking spaces 
scaled to fit NEVs will be permitted on a direct 
replacement for required parking spaces in multi-
family residential, commercial, and office uses.

4.6.1 access to Parking 
Parking for NEVs in any commercial, office and multi-
family residential uses shall be directly accessible 
from a street that allows the operation of NEVs.

Parking for NEVs shall be in a preferred location near 
the building entry or near a primary walkway that 
leads directly to the building entry.  

NEV parking spaces shall be at least seven feet 
in width and 9 feet in length, and shall be clearly 
marked “NEIGHBORHOOD ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
ONLY,” or “NEV.” 

4.6.2 Parking requirements for Multi-family 
residential, commercial and office

NEV parking spaces may replace standard parking 
spaces at a ratio of one to one.  The smaller NEV 
spaces reduce the area required for parking.  The 
design of parking areas should allow the flexibility 
to convert standard parking areas to NEV parking, 
or NEV parking to standard parking depending on 
the demand for NEVs and the changes in vehicle size 
that are likely to occur over the life of this project.

NEV spaces shall be clustered near the entries of 
destination buildings. 

Where an entire section of the parking lot is restricted 
to NEV parking with an angle of 90 degrees, the aisle 
width may be reduced from the standard 25 feet to 
15 feet. Such compact sections should be located 
so as to minimize the distance from the parking lot 
section to the appropriate building or activity. 

4.6.3 charging stations
Electric vehicle charging stations shall be conveniently 
located for use by business patrons.  Charging 
stations for NEVs shall provide 110 volt outlets.

4.6.4 home charging and Parking 
standards

Most NEVs will be recharged with a 110 volt outlet 
and will be recharged at the home location, whether a 
single family residence or multi-family residence.  Each 
single family dwelling unit shall provide a 110 volt outlet 
in the garage or in a parking space near the dwelling 
unit suitable for recharging an electric vehicle.
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4.7 deVeLoPMent standards in 
agricuLturaL BuFFerLands:

The specific development of a solar farm, corporation 
maintenance yard, and district energy electricity plant 
are broadly defined in location in Figure 4.5. Such 
uses are permitted in the Agriculture designated 
lands by the Cordova Hills Special Planning Area 
(SPA) master plan without a conditional use permit 
so long as the performance standards below are 
met.  Based on similar projects in Sacramento 
County the following potentially significant issues 
may be addressed in conditions for approval of any 
improvement plans and/or building permit.

Agricultural Land Use Compatibility

Visual Intrusion 

Access/Traffic/Circulation 

Air Quality

Drainage/Flooding/Storm Water Runoff 

Public Service

Biological Resource 

Cultural Resources 

Community Outreach

Adequate supply of water

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4.7.1 recommended conditions: 

Any approval of improvement plans and/or building 
permits of a solar farm, corporation yard, and district 
energy electricity plant shall at minimum be subject 
to the following conditions:

The final development plans shall be in substantial 
compliance with the Cordova Hills Special Plan 
Area Ordinance. 

This action does not relieve the applicant of 
the obligation to comply with all ordinances, 
statutes, regulations and procedures. Any required 
subsequent procedural actions shall take place 
within 36 months of the date on which the permit 
became effective or this action shall automatically 
be null and void.

Obtain approval of grading plan and/or 
improvement plan, prior to commencement of 
grading or any construction activity.

The applicant shall be subject to any inconvenience 
or discomfort resulting from accepted farming 
activities pursuant to provisions of the County’s 
right-to-farm ordinance. 

In conjunction with the issuance of building 
permits, final development plans shall be reviewed 
by the Planning Department during the plan check 
process to assure compliance with all ordinance 
requirements and the following: 

Plant native, drought-tolerant landscaping 
(i.e.: trees, shrubs, or climbing vines) along 
the perimeter of each facility so that an 
approximately 25-foot wide landscaped 
area is provided for a thick visual screen, per 
Sacramento County Zoning Code Section 320-
05(a). Where no existing vegetation is present, 
small trees of various species that are drought-
tolerant shall be planted approximately every 
50 feet.  The species of the landscaping shall 
not include any species on the State’s invasive 
and noxious plant list and that could cause 
harm to agricultural crops/livestock or wildlife.

•

•

•

•

•

•

	

	

Figure 4.5: approximate Location of Uses in the Bufferlands
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The parcel shall be maintained clear of 
combustible vegetation. 

Approved fire hydrants capable of providing the 
required fire flow for the protection of any and 
all structures shall be located along the route of 
the fire apparatus access roadway. The required 
fire hydrants shall be installed and operational 
prior to any construction or on-site storage of 
combustible materials.

Provide access roadways with all weather driving 
surfaces of not less than 20 feet of unobstructed 
width, 13 feet, 6 inches of vertical clearance 
and turning radii of 25 feet inside and 50 feet 
outside dimension. The access roadways shall be 
capable of supporting the imposed loading of fire 
apparatus and shall extend to within 150 feet of 
all portions of the exterior walls of the first story 
of any proposed building.

If applicable, all required roadways, street signs, 
addresses, water mains, fire hydrants, and fire 
flows shall be provided prior to the existence of 
any combustible construction or storage. The 
slope of access roadways shall not exceed 10% 
for asphalt and 5% for concrete. The roadways 
shall be constructed to a 20-foot minimum width 
of three (3) inches AC over six (6) inches AB with 
good drainage. 

Required fire alarm systems shall be connected to a 
UL listed central station approved by the Sacramento 
County Regional Communications Center.

The installation of on-site or off-site fire protection 
equipment including fire hydrants and water 
mains shall meet the standards of the Sacramento 
Metropolitan Fire Department and the water 
purveyor having jurisdiction. 

The installation of roadway gates, addresses, 
landscaping, pipe bollards, fuel tanks, masonry 
sound walls, tree wells, and/or all other traffic 
calming devices is subject to standards outlined by 
the Sacramento Metropolitan Fire Department. All 
proposed traffic-mitigation plans shall be submitted 
to the Sacramento Metropolitan Fire Department 
for review and approval prior to installation. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The on-site 12-foot access road shall consist of a 
minimum 4 inches aggregate base.

Provide drainage easements and install facilities 
pursuant to the Sacramento County Floodplain 
Management Ordinance, Sacramento County 
Water Agency Code, and Sacramento County 
Improvement Standards, including any fee 
required by the Sacramento County Water 
Agency Code. Label the private drainage system 
on the improvement plans and provide a copy of 
an approved and executed private maintenance 
covenant to the Sacramento County Department 
of Water Resources.

If the total area of the developed or redeveloped 
impervious surfaces (building rooftop, flat 
work, and parking areas) equals or exceeds 
1.0 acres, incorporate permanent stormwater 
quality treatment measures in conformance with 
applicable County ordinances and standards, and 
state and federal law. (See Dalia Fadl at 916-874-
1321 for stormwater treatment options).

Secure approval of civil engineered grading plans from 
the LD&SIR Section of the Municipal Services Agency. 

Minimum pad/floor elevations will be required 
pursuant to the Sacramento County Floodplain 
Management Ordinance. All structures and 
equipment that could be damaged by floodwaters 
will be set at least 1.5 feet above the floodplain. 

There will be no net loss of storage for any fill 
placed within the 100-year floodplain without in-
kind excavation. 

Flood resistant materials shall be used below the 
100-year floodplain.

Fencing in the floodplain shall be open style 
allowing the passage of water.

Any parcels that are created within the Bufferlands 
shall maintain sufficient lot areas, lot widths, 
and setbacks to meet the area needs of the land 
use within the particular parcel and meet the 
recommended conditions described in this section.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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4.7.2 corporation yard specific conditions:

Visual screening of the corporation yard, can be 
in the form of, vinyl coated chain link (green or 
brown), and native, drought tolerant landscaping.  
Screening measures shall be a minimum of six feet 
tall and taller screening may be required to obscure 
equipment and stored materials from view when 
viewed at a ground plane equal to or less than 6 
feet above the ground plane of the equipment or 
stored materials.

Light, dry materials such as sand, dirt, wood 
chips, bark and similar landscape materials shall 
be stored in such a manner that they are not 
displaced and scattered by wind.  The may be 
achieved by permanent covering on storage areas, 
the design of storage bins to block wind, and/or 
fitting temporary covers to the bins.

All odoriferous materials such as finished compost, 
fertilizers, soil amendments and manures used 
for landscaping shall be stored in a manner such 
that the odor is not detectable at the boundary 
of the facility.

All yard and building light shall be shielded to 
prevent light spillage into adjacent areas, including 
but not limited to the University / College Campus 
Center residential area.

Auto and truck access doors to service bays, 
tire shops, machine shops or other areas where 
machinery is operated shall not be oriented 
toward a residential use unless the noise level at 
the adjacent residential use property line would 
not exceed the County noise level standard. Noise 
levels may be mitigated through various methods 
including, but not limited to, sound baffles around 
equipment and sound walls. 

Fuel storage areas shall comply with State laws.

The corporation yard shall be subject to Design 
Review and approval prior to issuance of a 
building permit.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4.7.3 solar Farm specific conditions:

While proposed project is on-site, all solar panels 
and associated equipment shall be maintained and 
in operating condition as necessary. Reclamation 
of the site shall be completed within six months of 
the ceasing of operations.  

All open and non-landscaped portions of the proposed 
solar farm facility shall be maintained in good condition, 
free from weeds, dust, trash, and debris.

If any existing irrigation well is going to remain for 
future use and the well has not been used or will 
not be used for more than one year, an inactivation 
well permit must be obtained from Sacramento 
County Environmental Management Department 
(EMD). Currently, there is no cost for this permit.

Provide EMD with written permission from the 
landowner, to conduct an abandon well survey 
on the property. Currently, there is no cost for this 
survey. 

The proposed project will be screened from the 
view shed of Grantline Road and the adjacent 
University / College Campus Center residential 
and sports facilities with vinyl coated fencing and 
native, drought tolerant landscaping. 

The emergency disconnect switch in the AC 
Switchyard shall be labeled EMERGENCY 
DISCONNECT in minimum 3-inch contrasting letters.

All food-related trash items such as wrapper, cans, 
bottles, and food scraps shall be disposed of in 
closed containers and removed at least once a 
week from the construction/project site. 

The proposed solar farm facility shall be maintained 
and operated in accordance with all State and 
County health regulations.

Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the 
applicant shall provide to the County Planning 
Department a Decommissioning Plan, which 
shall include, at a minimum, a detailed plan for 
decommissioning and deconstruction of the 
solar farm facility and for restoration of the site 
(collectively referred to as “decommissioning”). 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The Decommissioning Plan shall be developed 
and approved to the satisfaction of the Planning 
Director.  The Decommissioning Plan shall include, 
but shall not be limited to, provisions to address 
and implement the following requirements:

Removal of solar panel structures and all 
appurtenant above ground equipment.

If applicable, removal of overhead poles and 
above ground electricity lines on-site within 
the project area.

If applicable, removal of permanent above 
ground transmission lines and poles located 
in the public right-of-way would be required 
if determined not to be usable to any other 
applicable public or private utility, otherwise 
such permanent above ground transmission 
lines and poles shall be allowed to remain.

If applicable, removal of on-site substation, 
if project-owned. If a public or private utility 
assumes ownership of the substation, the 
substation may remain on-site to be used as 
part of the utility service to the project area.

Restoration of disturbed soil and revegetation 
of the site to its preconstruction condition, 
as determined from the Initial Study on this 
project, with native vegetation similar to plants 
in the surrounding vicinity.

Restoration or reclamation of project 
roads to their pre-construction condition 
unless the land owner elects to retain the 
improved roads for access throughout the 
land owner’s property. 

Prior to issuance of any building permits, the 
applicant shall provide performance and financial 
assurance guarantees in an amount sufficient 
to ensure the performance of the approved 
Decommissioning Plan. The performance and 
financial assurance guarantees shall be provided 
and approved to the satisfaction of the Planning 
Director. The applicant shall be solely responsible 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

for the costs and expenses associated with 
decommissioning and in the event that the 
performance and financial assistance guarantees 
are not sufficient to fully compensate the County 
for the cost and expense of such decommissioning, 
the applicant shall compensate the County for any 
shortfall. The performance and financial assurance 
guarantees shall be subject to the following 
additional conditions:

The performance and financial assurance 
guarantees shall be detailed to the satisfaction 
of the Planning Director in the approved 
Decommissioning Plan, and that plan shall 
explain the amounts and schedule for the 
provision of the performance and financial 
assurance guarantees.

Any funds not utilized in connection with 
decommissioning by the County will be 
returned to the applicant.

The performance and financial assurance 
guarantees may be comprised of but not 
limited to one or more of the following to the 
satisfaction of the Planning Director:

An irrevocable letter of credit; or

A trust fund or escrow established and 
maintained in accordance with the 
approved financial assurances and practices 
to guarantee that decommissioning will 
be completed in accordance with the 
approved Decommissioning Plan.

4.7.4 district energy Plant specific 
conditions:

The district energy plant shall be subject to 
Design Review and approval prior to issuance of 
a building permit.

4.7.5 community garden specific conditions:

The community garden maintenance shall be the 
responsibility of the Cordova Hills County Service Area.

•

•

•

•

•
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4.8 design guideLines 
insPiration and inFLuences

4.8.1 site setting
The eastern Sacramento County region offers 
distant views of the Sierra, rolling prairie grass land, 
open space, and the American River and Consumes 
River Basin. Buildings and common areas, parks and 
open space corridors can be oriented to provide 
exceptional views that create a strong sense of place 
for Cordova Hills.

4.8.2 climate
The Sacramento region enjoys a Mediterranean 
climate where the sun shines approximately 300 
plus days per year and the average summer high 
temperature is 92 degrees. The concept of indoor/ 
outdoor living, embracing views, courtyard living, 
and creating a strong relationship to nature are 
important concepts which directly apply to all 
building types in Cordova Hills.

of Cordova Hills along Grant Line Road were part 
of early Mexican Land Grants that established the 
rule of the Mexican government long before the 
settlement by Sutter and the subsequent discovery 
of gold at Coloma. 

The south side of the American River was the route 
for many significant chapters in the history of the 
Sacramento region and the entire nation. Historic 
routes of the Pony Express, the Sacramento Valley 
Railroad, and the haul roads that supplied the gold 
mining camps in the Sierra Nevada and the Comstock 
silver mining in Virginia City followed ancient Indian 
trails through this area. 

Fertile soils along the south bank of the American 
River provided a narrow corridor for agricultural crops 
including fruit and olive orchards, wheat fields, and 
wine variety grapes.  Natomas Vineyard, well known 
for its “Flaming Tokay” grapes and Cordova Winery 
operated in the region along the railroad line.

Vegetables and truck farms grew up in the area 
around Mills and Perkins about ten miles to the west 
of Cordova Hills.  Many farmers prospered with the 
railroad bringing transportation to the agriculture in 
the region.  The Natomas Land Company built an 
extensive irrigation system that delivered water from 
the American River near the present city of Folsom 
to the vineyards, orchards and farms for many miles 
on the south side of the river.  

Mills Station 1920s 

Local Crate Label

4.8.3 historic setting
Respect for elements of the past combined with new 
community design concepts and guiding principles 
can enhance “placemaking” and new community 
character. Historic references can lend richness and 
“roots” to the plan.

The modern history of much of the east Sacramento 
County region extends back to the earliest Spanish 
settlement in northern California. Land to the west 
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4.8.4 early california design theme
The site setting, climate, and historical context 
inspire the use of Early California architecture 
and landscapes as a fundamental design theme 
for Cordova Hills.  The theme will guide design of 
buildings, public spaces and landscaping through 

4.8.5 expressions of the design theme
The Early California theme will be expressed in 
Cordova Hills in many ways:

The University / College Campus Center and other 
public spaces in the Town Center and Village 
Centers will include dominant elements such 
as a landmark tower and central plaza that are 
reminiscent of early California settlements.

Open views to the Sierra and surrounding rolling 
grasslands will be provided and protected at trail 
heads and viewpoints in the parks and plazas. 

Echoes of the styles of the early missions and 
settlements are reflected in the public and 
private buildings, park and recreation structures, 
and new homes.

Ranch style buildings with wide verandas, and 
simple forms and materials will influence new 
home design in Cordova Hills.

Building forms and materials that respond to the 
warm temperatures will be reflected in a strong 
indoor/outdoor relationship of homes, active use 
of patios, courtyards, and plazas. These features 
will be included in recreation buildings, retail and 
civic places, and new homes on larger lots in 
Cordova Hills.

•

•

•

•

•

early Mission 

California Sycamorewater Feature

application of key design principles.  The Early California 
theme is intended as a touchstone for design, not as 
a rigid template of forms and materials in which all 
development mimics historic buildings.  The buildings, 
spaces and landscapes of Cordova Hills will be modern 
interpretations of the theme that incorporate new 
technologies and environmental concerns.  
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Water as a focal point and element of tranquility 
will be a prominent feature in public spaces, 
plazas, retail and commercial places, private 
homes, recreation amenities, and the University / 
College Campus Center entry and site plan.

Drought tolerant “grasslands” are a component of 
the landscape palette for Cordova Hills, reflecting 
the dry, native character of the surrounding area.

Native and native compatible planting will dominate 
the landscape environment in Cordova Hills, in 
entries, edges, parks, recreation locations, avoided 
drainage and trail corridors, and home sites. 

Olive groves, fruit orchards and grape vineyards 
will be included in community open space, Village 
“edges,” entries, focal points, urban plazas, 
and buffers to provide reminders of the local 
agricultural heritage. Such landscape elements 
are envisioned as sustainable crops, residential 
amenity, or community enterprise.

Sycamores, Willows, native Oaks, Olives and other 
compatible trees will be the key thematic tree 
species throughout the project. Shading by trees 
will provide cover and cooling as relief from the 
local warm, Mediterranean climate.

No fruit bearing Olives will be used near paving 
but exclusively in the “orchard” effect show areas.  
Salix lasiolepis (Arroyo Willow) is proposed.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Campanario

4.9 architecture core  
criteria

The design character of the Villages, neighborhoods 
and Town Center inspired by Early California includes 
the following:

Simplified massing with deep set openings in walls

Bell tower or campanario (wall of bells)

Generous use of arches and arcades, offering shade

Solid proportions of pillar, arch and wall

Look of “permanence” and shelter

Simplicity of building materials, including plaster 
and stone

Interior gardens, patios, courts, and orchards

Use of water as a focal point, feature, with seating

Tile roofs, rough timber under structure

Ornamental detailing around doors and windows

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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4.10 residentiaL 
neighBorhood design 

4.10.1 garage treatments
The home and front yard, rather than the garage, 
must be the primary emphasis of the front elevation 
of new homes. Garages should not be forward of 
building architecture for any single family builder 
parcel. Minimize the impact of garages facing the 
street by techniques such as varying garage-door 
patterns and utilization of deep-recessed door 
techniques, varying colors, splitting one large door 
into two (2) single doors or using alternative garage 
configurations, such as corner garages and detached 
or deep-recess garages.

A combination of the following techniques should 
be implemented in each builder parcel:

garage Wall-Plane Furr-out

“Furr-out” (extend out) the garage wall plane 8” to 12” 
for front loaded street facing garages when the garage 
door is at the minimum setback. With other garage 
configurations, a range of 6” to 8” is recommended.

Porte-Cochere

Garage-wall-Plane Furr-out

screened garage door elements

Install devices such as attached trellises beneath 
garage roof fascias and above garage-door header 
trims, or build detached trellises in front of the 
garage, spanning the driveway.

Porte-cochère

A porte-cochère is encouraged with a recessed garage 
plan because it creates an additional screened parking 
space and an occasional outdoor private space.

three-car garage treatment

No street-facing, three (3) car garages will be allowed 
without additional garage treatments.

Conceptual additional Garage treatment
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Deep Setbacks

4.10.2 garage configurations
Varied garage placement is a fundamental design 
principle to encourage development of great 
neighborhoods. A variety of garage placements, de-
emphasizing the garage door and placing greater 
importance on home architecture is the broad goal 
of this sub-section.

A minimum of 30% of all front-loaded single family 
homes in each Village and neighborhood should 
include an alternate garage treatment, as defined in 
the following garage configuration sketches.

garage Plotting offsets

When houses are “reverse-plotted” (garages on two 
lots with a common property line and the garages 
are directly adjacent to each other) provide an 
additional two-foot (2’) offset.

estate homes

Garage treatments will be highly articulated with 
deep setbacks, staggered directions, deep furr-outs, 
and separating masses.
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Figure 4.8: varied Setback Configurations

vaRIeD MaSS-
ING PLaNe

shallow-recess garages

When garages are less than 25’ behind the front 
property line, no garage face may be less than six feet 
(6’) behind the living space or full porch (porch depth 
minimum is 6’-0”).

Mid-recess garages

Create plans that place the garage at varied locations 
on the home site. Mid-recessed garages have strong 
emphasis on the living space of the home, with flexibility 
in exact depth of the garage from the front of the street

deep-recess garages

Set the garage back to the rear of the lot. Garages may 
be attached or detached. This achieves more living space 
toward the street and creates additional usable side yard 
outdoor space.

corner-Lot garages

When grades allow, it is strongly recommended that 
a floor plan layout be designed to work as a corner-
plotted plan as well as an interior plotted plan. As an 
interior-plotted plan, the garage is accessed from the 
front yard of the home; as a corner-lot plotted home, 

the driveway is configured to access the garage from the 
side yard. The floor plan does not change, but rather the 
driveway access does.

three-car, street-facing garages

When a plan includes a three (3) car garage, the third 
car bay should be offset five feet (5’). Additionally, 
furr-out (extend out) garage face wall at all three 
bays at least 12”. Three (3) individual garage door 
bays are preferred over two (2). The length of the 
front garage wall face should not exceed 50% of 
the entire front façade of the home.

typical alley loaded garage configuration

This treatment completely de-emphasizes the garage 
by placing it in a rear alley and features forward 
facing architecture.

staggered recessed garages (typical shared 

easement Plotting)

The “two-pack” plotting concept staggers garages in 
twos. One is forward and the second is back, in a deeper 
recessed position. Only one (1) garage is visible along the 
street scene, and building massing is varied.
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4.10.3 setbacks
To provide more interesting neighborhood street 
scenes, variable front-yard setbacks are required 
and variable side yard setbacks are encouraged. 
This includes:

Varied yard setbacks along streets.

Variable lot width programs are encouraged.

“Reverse plan” plotting along streets (“flipping” of 
footprint to reduce repetition of garage placement 
and consolidating living space massing).

Corner lot criteria: see Architectural Massing which 
follows for more information.

Enhanced corner side yard setbacks.

Figure 4.8: Varied Setback Configuration illustrates how 
implementing various massing and setback techniques 
creates a varied and interesting street scene.

•

•

•

•

•

Streetscene with varied Massing/ Setbacks

4.10.4 architectural Massing

corner home site treatment

Homes that occupy the corner lot on a residential 
street require an enhanced elevation on the corner 
facing side yard.

Corner treatment

roof Forms

Rows of homes seen from a distance or along arterial 
roads are perceived visually by their contrast against 
the skyline or background where the dominant visual 
impression is of the shape of the building and roof 
line. Site plans for builder parcels and neighborhoods 
should articulate the rear elevation and roof plane of 
highly visible elevations to minimize the visual impact 
of repetitious flat planes, similar building silhouettes 
and similar ridge heights.

Builders are strongly encouraged to develop floor plans 
that are responsive to both architectural style objectives 
as well as energy efficient building objectives. These 
two objectives can be satisfied by creating simple floor 
plan forms which minimize jogs and avoid unnecessary 
complicated massing solutions.
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third-story elements

Third-story elements can be designed to occur at 
the rear of the project, or interior, away from public 
views, or staggered with two-story massing to create 
variety.  The photograph below illustrates varied 
two- and three-story element massing. Two-story 
massing can occur along the street scene, reinforcing 
a “two-story residential” character.

4.11.5 streetscape Massing & Plotting
The following key massing and plotting concepts 
create pedestrian-friendly streetscapes:

Special  architectural enhancements that describe 
the neighborhood design character must be 
provided at exposed street corners and other 
important focal points.

Front doors and living-room windows should 
orient toward, and be visible from, the street.

The architectural style chosen for each home or 
building must be compatible with its massing in order 
to avoid making the style seem applied or superficial.

Embellished  elevations with upgraded materials, 
details, massing, etc. are required at areas of the 
building that face a public area or public view such 
as a street or park. This applies to all elevations.

•

•

•

•

third-Story elements

Streetscene: Single Family alley
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4.10.6 Plans and styles
The following architectural style and plan 
requirements must be met for each builder parcel 
neighborhood In order to achieve varied and 
interesting street scenes:

Minimum of three (3) plans (4 preferred)

Minimum of three (3) elevations per plan using 
a minimum of two (2) styles. If only two (2) are 
selected, they must be significantly different in 
appearance

Minimum of four (4) different color schemes 
per elevation

Minimum of four (4) different architectural styles 
per neighborhood.

Every neighborhood will be comprised of a variety 
of architectural styles. Builders will select from the 
palette of architectural styles provided in Section 
4.11, Residential Architectural Styles.

•

•

•

•

•

4.10.7  colors & Materials
The colors and materials used in Master Plan 
neighborhoods must reflect a general contextual 
theme of harmony with the surrounding 
neighborhood character.

criteria

A variety of natural-looking materials and colors 
must provide the diversity required for visual interest, 
while unifying the homes with their settings.

The architectural color palette selection should 
provide a variety of color schemes while still 
maintaining a common theme or unifying concept.

Each elevation should have a minimum of three 
(3) colors (four (4) is preferred). For example, 
one (1) body color, one (1) trim color and two (2) 
accent colors).

Individual color schemes should be appropriate to 
the architectural styles with a harmonious selection 
of accent materials, roof profiles and colors.

Each builder parcel should have a minimum of 
three (3) different roofing profiles and colors, 
unless the residential building type prohibits 
this design.

No adjacent single-family detached home may 
have the same color scheme. Color palettes that 
reflect traditional architectural themes are the 
basis for successful modern interpretations.

•

•

•

•

•

Streetscene: Greencourt
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4.11 residentiaL 
architecturaL styLes

The western home and hacienda styles reflect the 
Early California theme that can be adapted to any of 
the residential Villages in Cordova Hills.  Cliff May, 
a Southern California architect who pioneered the 
California Ranch style in the 1930s wrote: “The 
early Californians had the right idea.  They built 
for the seclusion and comfort of their families, for 
the enjoyment of relaxation in their homes...” May 
combined the western home and Hispanic hacienda 
styles in new designs. Livability rather than facade 
were keys to his designs.

4.11.1 residential architectural Principles
The following architectural core criteria assist in 
developing architectural styles that are consistent 
with the Early California community character, 
economically feasible for the builder, as well as 
aesthetically appealing to the home buyer and wide 
market area.

Architecture “forward” toward the street, activating 
the street scene.  The home, not the garage, remains 
the primary emphasis of the front elevation.  

A variety of compatible architectural styles will 
ensure a degree of individuality in all Villages 
and neighborhoods.

Architecture must be enhanced where highly 
visible from public areas.

Detailing must remain true to the style.

Color must be used to reinforce the architectural style.

Roof forms play a major role in defining the 
architectural style.

Varied garage placement.

Varied roof pitches create the impression of 
custom homes.

Authenticity: The design criteria within these 
guidelines is offered to prevent “false front” 
architecture. The massing and detail character of 
the architectural styles must be as authentic to the 
selected styles as possible. The master developer-
designated styles shall be attractive and compatible 
with each other, while meeting the demands of 
modern, merchant-built homes and commercial/
retail development.

The following narratives and illustrations provide typical 
examples of styles appropriate to Cordova Hills.  

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cliff May Home
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Historic example

4.11.2 Western ranch
The  Western Ranch style is evocative of the rural 
lifestyle of the American West.  Rooted in the early 
California Spanish Colonial architecture throughout 
the region, Western Ranch style also has heavy 
influence from Craftsman and Prairie styles from the 
movement westward.

The modern interpretation of the Western Ranch 
was inspired by the simplicity of traditional adobe 
rancheros and rustic bungalows of the valleys, and 
fashioned after Cliff May’s homes. 

The Western style can be expressed in two forms, 
the Ranch house and the Hacienda house. Western 
Hacienda is primarily a one-story home with 
courtyard configuration. Western Ranch can be 
expressed as a one story linear or “L”- shape plan 
sometimes with a second story.

Wide floor to ceiling window walls provide sunlight 
and cross ventilation. Sliding glass doors leading 
to landscaped courtyards visually eliminate the 
boundary between house and garden, expanding 
the scale and functions of indoor and outdoor 
spaces. Post and beam construction with wide roof 
expanses and simple detailing gave the Western 
Ranch house a modern aesthetic and appeal.

Wes t er n r a nch 
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Historic example Style DetailContemporary Interpretation

Draft Master Plan

Element M�n�mum Requ�rements Encouraged Enhancements

Form • Simple, rectangular or “L”- or “U”- shaped plan 
forms with strong horizontal emphasis • One-story or one-story dominated homes

Roof

• Main front-to-back or side-to-side gable roof, 
with intersecting gables

• Roof pitch 4:12 to 5.5:12
• 18” to 30” overhang at eaves and rakes

• Laminated shingle or flat concrete shake profile

• Mud and tile boosts

Architectural 
Elements

• Wood posts
• Ornate or simple post caps with simple base trim

• Exposed wood or simulated wood with re-sawn texture 
beams

• Simulated wood with re-sawn wood texture rafter tails
• Porches 

• Oriented around courtyards or patios

Walls 
• Stucco: 16/20 finish

• Board and batten or cementitious fiber board 
siding

•Stone veneer

Windows • Vertically proportioned windows with divided-
lights

Doors • Plank-style entry doors
• Glass panes or sidelights

• Carriage-style or plank-style, wood-grain-patterned 
garage door with complementary hardware trim

Details
• Ranch-inspired wrought iron 

• Western-inspired exterior lighting
• Plank shutters

• Painted galvanized iron. Louvers in gable ends

Colors
• Field: Wide range of light to dark earth tones

• Trim: Off whites, light or dark tones in contrast to field color
• Accent: Light or dark tones in contrast to field color
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Historic example

4.11.3 american Farm
The American Farmhouse represents a practical and 
picturesque country house. Its beginnings are traced 
to both Colonial styles from New England, and later 
the Midwest. This style represents the craft and 
character of American’s history and immigration 
across the Plains to the west. As the American 
frontier moved westward, the American Farmhouse 
style evolved according to availability of materials 
and technological advancements.

aM er i ca n FarM 

American Farm style is based upon the need for 
well-crafted homes that were built to last, had basic 
comforts, and were both practical and pleasant in 
design. Because the homes tended to grow with the 
expanding family, various outcropping and wing-like 
additions are indicative of this style. This style evokes an 
earlier time, with a simpler, land-connected lifestyle.
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Historic example Style DetailContemporary Interpretation

Draft Master Plan

Element M�n�mum Requ�rements Encouraged Enhancements

Form • Simple rectangular shaped plan form 

Roof

• Front to back main gable roof with one or two 
intersecting gable roofs

• Roof pitch 6:12 to 12:12 
• 12”- 16” overhang at eaves

• Laminated shingle or flat concrete tiles

• 12” overhangs with open eaves

Architectural 
Elements

• Deep porch with edge railings
• Smooth-finished exterior wood elements • Wrap-around porch

Walls 

• Stucco: 20/30 finish
• Wood siding or smooth cementitious fiberboard 

siding and soffit materials
• Brick, refined

• Horizontal and vertical siding

• All four sides - wrapped horizontal siding elements

Windows • Vertically proportioned windows with divided-
lights

•Divided-lights in top half of window only
• Bay windows

Doors • Raised panel-style entry door
• Articulated entry door assembly detail

• Sidelights at entry door
• Dormer windows

• Carriage-style or plank-style, wood grain patterned 
garage door with complementary hardware trim

Details • Wood pot shelves and louvered attic vents
• Shutters or dormer windows

Colors
• Field: Pale blues, yellows, whites or dark field colors

• Trim: Shades in contrast to field color, normally white or very light color
• Accent: White or dark color accents
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Historic example

4.11.4 craftsman
The Craftsman style was inspired by the English Arts 
and Crafts Movement of the late 19th century. Of 
the utmost importance was that all exterior and 
interior elements received both tasteful and “artful” 
attention. The movement influenced numerous 
California architects such as Greene and Greene, 
and Bernard Maybeck.  The resulting Craftsman style 
responded with extensive built-in elements and by 
treating details such as windows or ceilings as if they 
were furniture. The overall affect was the creation of 
a natural, warm and livable home.

The style is further characterized by the rustic texture 
of the building materials, broad overhangs with 
exposed rafter tails at the eaves and trellises over the 
porches. This unique predominant look promoted 
hand crafted quality; thus the name Craftsman.

Covered porches extend the living area outdoors 
so that the indoor and outdoor environment flows 
together as one, reminding us of our connection 
to nature.

cr a F t sM a n
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Historic example Style DetailContemporary Interpretation

Draft Master Plan

Element M�n�mum Requ�rements Encouraged Enhancements

Form • Simple boxed massing with vertical and horizontal 
breaks

Roof
• Basic side-to-side gable roof with cross gables

• Roof pitch of 4:12 to 5:12
• Laminated shingle or flat concrete tiles

• 16”- 36” overhang at rakes and eaves
• Exposed rafters, false decorative beams or decorative 

wood braces

Architectural 
Elements

• Entry porches with heavy square columns or posts 
on stone or brick piers • Raised front porch

Walls 

• Stucco:
• Wood siding or smooth cementitious fiberboard 

siding and soffit materials
• Stone based accents

• Shingle siding used as accent 
• Half timbering in gables and porches

Windows • Vertically proportioned windows with divided-
lights

• Single hung windows
• Layered wood trim 

Doors • Raised panel-style entry door
• Window panes in entry door

• Sidelights at entry door
• Carriage-style or plank-style, wood grain patterned 

garage door with complementary hardware trim

Details • Stone and brick base accents 
• Balconies articulated with wood detailing

• Blended stone or rusticated brick 
• Heavy rusticated metal accessories

Colors
• Field: Light to mid earth tone colors 

• Trim: Contrasting, dark accents on trim and shutters
• Accent: Deep earth tones
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Draft Master Plan

Historic example

4.11.5 colonial Monterey
The Colonial Monterey style combines Spanish 
Colonial construction methods with a basic two-story 
New England Colonial home. Prior to this innovation in 
Monterey, all Spanish Colonial houses were of single-
story construction. Beginning in the mid-eighteen 
twenties, architects turned to the architecture of early 
California for inspiration and focused in the Monterey 
area.  First built by Thomas Larkin in 1835, this style 
introduced two-story residential construction and 
shingle roofs to California.

The Monterey style fulfills the need for a more 
restrained, simpler home with appreciation for the 
simplicity of mass and detail.  Popularized by the use 
of simple building forms, these roofs feature gables 
or hips with broad overhangs and exposed rafter 
tails. Shutters, balconies, verandas, cantilevered 
decks, and porches are integral to the character of 
this style. Traditionally, the first- and second-stories 
have distinctly different materials, siding above with 
a stucco and brick veneer base below.

co Lo n i a L  Mo n t ere y
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Historic example Style DetailContemporary Interpretation

Draft Master Plan

Element M�n�mum Requ�rements Encouraged Enhancements

Form

• Simple rectangular plan form and roof design
• Symmetrical horizontal massing with vertical 

elements
• Cantilevered second story

Roof

• Main front to back gable roof at 4:12 to 7:12 with 
pitch roof break over balcony at 3.5:12 to 4.5:12

• Parapets allowed on attached product
• Laminated shingle or flat concrete tile

• Tight to 24” overhangs at eaves and 0” to 12” 
overhangs at rakes

Architectural 
Elements

• Cantilevered balcony covered with wood columns
• Smooth textured wood trim or simulated wood 

trim with smooth texture

• Second-story bay window with corbel supports
• Porch sheltered by cantilevered second-story balcony

Walls 
• Stucco: 20/30 finish

• Board and batten siding, smooth wood siding or 
smooth cementitious fiberboard siding

• Siding accent, lap or shingle profile on all front facing 
gable ends

• Brick, refined or rusticated
• Field stone 

Windows

• Vertically proportioned windows with divided-
lights

• Symmetrically ordered and stacked windows and 
openings

• Bay windows

Doors
• Raised panel-style entry door

• All doors shall have Colonial-inspired trim 
surrounds

• Refined, articulated entry door assembly detail
• Wood or style-inspired, wrought iron entry gate doors 

shall accent main entry door

Details

• Wood or brick colonial style column caps and 
bases

• Shaped wood corbels and beams
• Colonial-inspired wood balcony railings

• Louvered shutters

• Brick or slump stone sill trim
• Wrought iron details

• Natural finish, painted or rusticated wood elements
• Fountain or water feature

Colors
• Field: White or light tones stucco

• Trim: White or dark brown, balconies
• Accent: Dark accents on doors and shutters
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Draft Master Plan

Historic example

4.11.6 spanish eclectic
Spanish Eclectic is an adaptation of Mission Revival 
enriched with additional Latin American details and 
elements. The style attained widespread popularity 
after its use in the Panama-California Exposition 
of 1915. By drawing upon a catalogue of styles, 
including the adobe and colonial buildings of 
Monterey, rural forms of Andalusia, and southwest 
Hopi and Pueblo Indian abodes, the Spanish Eclectic 
style is unified by the use of arches, courtyards, form 
and mass, plain wall surfaces, and tile roofs.

Key features of this style were adapted to the 
Northern California locale. The rural and western 
character infused the style through more rustic 
detailing and connection with the outdoors 
through courtyards, large windows, and very simple 
articulated and detailed front elevations.

Courtyards played a dominant role in the origins of 
this style. The center of daily activity, these outdoor 
rooms were surrounded by deep, covered verandas, 
provided spaces for food preparation and relief 
from the heat. Fountains, landscaping, colorful 
potted plants and tiles created a garden atmosphere 
immediately adjacent to the home.

spa n ish ecL ect i c
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Historic example Style DetailContemporary Interpretation

Draft Master Plan

Element M�n�mum Requ�rements Encouraged Enhancements

Form
• Simple rectangular or courtyard plan forms

• Symmetrical horizontal massing with vertical 
elements

Roof

• Shallow roof pitches 3.5:12 to 5:12
• Main front to back gable roof

• Parapets allowed on attached product
• Concrete “S” tile or barrel tile
• 6” to 24” overhangs at eaves

• Tight to 12” overhangs at rakes

• Primarily shed roof forms on the 1st floor; secondary 
gables on the 2nd floor

Architectural 
Elements

• Slump stone, rubble stone or stone veneer wrapped 
rectangular columns

• Wood or simulated wood head and sill trim 

•Wood columns (cross section 8”x 8” minimum)
• Porch, 6’-8’ depth, sheltered under shed roof in 

conjunction with front entry

Walls 
• Stucco: 16/20 finish

• Rubble stone, field stone, or sack finish slump stone 
veneer

• Brick, rusticated
• Courtyard walls of split face, slump block, rusticated 

brick with heavy stucco finish or rubble stone

Windows • Vertically proportioned windows with divided-lights • Recessed windows

Doors
• Plank-style entry doors, also appropriate at 

courtyard entry

• Wood or style-inspired, wrought iron entry gate doors 
to accent main entry door

• Carriage-style or plank-style, wood grain patterned 
garage door with complementary hardware trim

Details
• Rustic Ranch- or Western-inspired detail fixtures 

and iron hardware
• Pre-cast stone head and/or sill trim

• Plank shutters on featured windows

Colors
• Field: White toned 

• Trim: Dark brown trims
• Accent: Jewel tones of red, green, or blue 
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Draft Master Plan

Historic example

4.11.7 Provence
The Provence style represents simple farmhouses 
and cottages in the rural hillsides and Villages within 
the Provence region of France. The character of the 
Provence house comes from these warm, sun-washed 
farmhouses and the fortress-like structures of the 
area. A single tower, serving as a lookout point, often 
arose from a tight patchwork of russet-tiled roofs.  
The building form and mass originated out of simple 
design that evolved organically over time.

The informality of rural settlement building types has 
been adapted in the similar Mediterranean climate 
of California to create an informal, rustic character 
building style blending naturally with the land.

The character of this style is a delightful blend of 
color and textures, all in harmony with nature.

Buildings have a palette of bright, beautiful colors. 
Doors and windows are recessed. Wooden shutters 
were painted with cool colors and often kept closed, 
for an eclectic, yet cohesive look.

The courtyards and private gardens play an important 
role in providing a functional sanctuary for residents. 
Fountains, shade trees, landscaping, and colorful 
potted plants provide a comfortable place where 
families can gather.

Forged iron and hand-hewn wood details reflect the 
character of the architecture.

prov ence
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Historic example Style DetailContemporary Interpretation

Draft Master Plan

Element M�n�mum Requ�rements Encouraged Enhancements

Form
• Simple, rectangular plan forms and roof designs
• Asymmetrical, horizontal massing with vertical 

elements

• Tower elements square or rectangular, where present, 
shall be integrated into the building form

Roof

• Shallow roof pitches 4:12 to 5.5:12
• Main front to back gable with secondary shed and 

hip forms
• Concrete “S”, barrel, or flat concrete tile

• 12” to 24” overhang at eaves
• Tight to 12” overhang at rakes

• Heavy timber exposed rafter tails with decorative end 
cuts at loggias and colonnades

• Genoise cornice detail

Architectural 
Elements

• Columns, rectangular or round
• Rusticated columns of stone or stone veneer with 

simple cap and base details
• Flat openings or segmented arches on colonnades 

or porches

• Porch covered by shed roof
• Courtyards

Walls • Stucco: 16/20 finish
• Rubble stone or stone veneer wall planes 

Windows • Vertically proportioned windows with divided light • Asymmetrically ordered windows and openings

Doors • Plank-style entry doors with rusticated hardware

• Segmented stone or stone veneer arches, or heavy 
timber lintels to frame doorway

• Carriage-style or plank-style, wood-grain-patterned 
garage door with complementary hardware trim

Details
• Simple wrought iron Juliet balcony 

• French inspired lighting fixtures and rustic 
hardware

• Iron elements
• Plank shutters

• Natural finish, painted or rusticated wood details
• Brick, stone or stone veneer bead and/or sill trim

Colors
• Field: Medium, saturated earth tones

• Trim: White tones or light shades complementary to field color
• Accent: Light or dark shades in contrast with field color
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Draft Master Plan

Historic example

4.11.8 tuscan rustic
The appeal of the Tuscan style ties with informality 
and rustic character, expressed in warm colors, 
textures, materials and simple massing. Traditional 
Villages were built atop the highest hills, while 
others were nestled deep in valleys. Each Village was 
dominated by substantial towers, an essential part 
of the Village fortification at the time.

Coming from a primarily agricultural region, these 
homes reflect the character of the farmhouse estate 
and use material and colors of the surrounding land. 
Their appeal lies in the informal, rustic character. The 
Tuscany region has a pleasing and extremely diverse 
landscape, ranging from the snowy peaks of the 
Apennine Mountains, to the green hills of Chianti 
and to the beaches on the Tyrrhenian Coast.

The primary building form includes simplicity in 
mass and form, squared tower elements, and 
enhanced articulation and detail or windows, 
porches, and doorways. Low pitched roofs with 
deep overhangs help to cool the home in the warm 
summer months, while a natural appearance using 
warm, earthy colors, stacked stones, and rusticated 
details allow for the building to blend in with the 
natural surroundings.

tusca n rus t i c
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Historic example Style DetailContemporary Interpretation

Draft Master Plan

Element M�n�mum Requ�rements Encouraged Enhancements

Form
• Simple, rectangular plan forms and roof design 
• Asymmetrical, horizontal massing with vertical 

elements

• Tower elements square, rectangular, or turrets, where 
present, shall be integrated into main body of house

Roof

• Shallow roof pitches 3.5:12 to 4:12
• Main front-to-back gable roof, secondary shed 

and hip forms
• Parapets allowed on attached product

• Concrete “S”, barrel or Roman pan tiles
• Roof eave and rake overhangs between 18” to 

24” deep 

• Heavy timber exposed rafter tails with decorative end 
cuts

• High point of shed roof terminates into an exterior  
wall

Architectural 
Elements

• Rusticated stucco, stone or brick columns
• Rectangular columns

• Round columns, Tuscan style capitals and bases

• Rustic stone archways
• Exposed wood or simulated wood with re-sawn 

texture beams
• Porch covered by shed roof

• Courtyards

Walls • Stucco: 16/20 finish 
• Stone or stone veneer wall planes • Brick, refined or rusticated

Windows • Vertically proportioned windows with divided 
lights

• Small, proportioned tower window openings
• Wrought iron grilles on windows

Doors

• Plank-style entry doors
• Entry doors framed with re-sawn wood trim or 

stucco-wrapped, high density foam trim with 
smooth trowel finish or contrasting stone/ brick 

veneer

• Wood or style-inspired, wrought iron entry gate doors 
to accent main entry door

• Carriage-style or plank-style, wood-grain-patterned 
garage door with complementary hardware trim

• Rustic hardware details

Details • Decorative wood or simulated wood exposed 
rafter tails, re-sawn wood texture

• Iron elements
• Plank shutters
• Brick sill trim

• Rustic hardware details

Colors
• Field: Medium, saturated earth tones

• Trim: White tones or light shades complementary to field color
• Accent: Light or dark shades in contrast to field color
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4.12 attached and MuLti-
FaMiLy hoMes 
architecturaL styLes

It is the intent for all architecture in Cordova Hills 
to achieve a high level of quality in function and 
visual appearance, assure variety and compatibility 
in architectural character and to enhance the 
community’s overall value. The desire is to promote 
these qualities in conjunction with landscape and 
planning by using traditional styles combined with 
modern technology and architectural innovation to 
provide a pleasant, livable community.

4.12.1 general architectural considerations 
and community site Planning

Attached and multi-family home builder parcels are 
much like small Villages, or communities.  Each parcel 
must be designed for compatibility within itself, using 
a blend of building types, compatible architectural 
styles and a tastefully balanced palette of colors 
and materials. A Neighborhood Color Palette will be 
established to ensure color and material consistency. 
A variety of housing types can be provided within 
the attached and multi-family product array.

The following general concepts should be considered 
when planning for and designing attached and 
multi-family housing.

Wherever possible locate multi-family housing adjacent 
to or near shopping, public facilities, neighborhood 
parks, and open space and transportation hubs, 
enhancing pedestrian connectivity.

Design and site buildings and entries with a strong 
physical relationship to public areas and streets.

Emphasize pedestrian access and connections to 
public sidewalks, trails and open space systems 
when preparing site plans.

Keep parking internal to the project and not along 
streets, except for guest parking.

Solid walls/fences at the project periphery are 
to be set back five (5’) feet or more behind the 
front façade, and are to be minimized as much 
as possible. They are to be used only for sound 
attenuation, privacy, or security.

4.12.1.1 site Plan criteria for Multi-Family, 
green court, auto court, and cluster 
homes

The following additional criteria regarding Plotting, 
Massing, Plans and Styles and Garages, apply to the 
following attached, multi-family individual building 
plan types:

•

•

•

•

•

Streetscene: varied Massing
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townhomes and Flats, duplexes, triplexes, and 

condominiums

Plotting—Project a “street friendly” front door 
image and direct access to the street front. 
Articulation of end unit elevations is encouraged 
to achieve four sided articulation.

Massing—Provide front porches where style 
appropriate and when possible for stepped massing.

Vary setbacks on building elements/façades.

Vary roof pitches and directions.

Plans and Styles—Provide:

At least two (2) building types per builder parcel.

A minimum of two (2) individual unit plans 
per building.

At least three (3) different, yet compatible 
color schemes for each builder parcel.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

green court cluster

Plotting—Project a front door image and access 
to the green court space.

Place access/garages at alleys.

Massing—Provide porches or covered entries for 
stepped massing and transition to public spaces.

Vary setbacks on the building.

Vary roof pitches and directions.

Plans and Styles—Provide one (1) or more styles 
per building cluster.

Garages—Provide rear-accessed garages for alley 
loaded green court units.

Refer to Figure 4-9: Multi-Family Plotting and Massing.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Figure 4.9: Multi Family Plotting and Massing

towNHoMeStRIPLex

Front door at street

Street appearance as large 
single-family “mansionette” 
Varied scale/massing

Public view into greencourt

Private open space with front 
access opening to green court

Public view into greencourt

Articulate “side” elevations 
with reduced massing

“Row” Townhome 
street appearance
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auto court clusters

Plotting—Project a front door image and access 
to the street front or auto court depending on 
building layout.

Massing—Provide porches or balconies at front, 
side or rear where style appropriate and when 
possible for stepped massing.

Vary setbacks on the building.

Vary roof pitches and directions.

Recess garage doors a minimum of twelve 
(12”) inches from face of garage.

Plans and Styles—Provide at least two (2) different 
elevations per building.

Provide one (1) or more styles per building cluster.

Garages—Vary plans, placing garages at different 
locations relative to the auto court. Avoid a 
straight lineup of garage doors adjacent to one 
another. Refer to the following section regarding 
garages and parking for further requirements for 
all attached and multi-family builder parcels.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Distribute resident parking on-site to provide close 
proximity to individual units.

Group unassigned or guest parking in evenly 
distributed locations.

4.12.3 trash enclosures
Trash enclosures for all multi-family projects must be 
compatible with the overall design character of the 
project, be easily accessible, and provide adequate 
space for all trash and recyclable materials.

Enclosures must be provided to accommodate the 
numbers and types of trash containers as required 
by the disposal company. These enclosures must 
be positioned in a centrally convenient area 
for residents. Minimize the impact on adjacent 
residences and other developments by keeping 
enclosures away from the edges of the community 
and highly visible locations.

Trash enclosures must be substantially constructed 
in style and wall finish that is consistent with the 
overall architectural character of the development.

All trash enclosures must be equipped with 
complementary gates of durable construction, 
hinged to self-supporting steel posts and a steel 
trellis or other covered structure overhead.

Lighted access is required at each enclosure.

Trash enclosures shall be enclosed or covered 
where feasible.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

auto Court
4.12.2 Parking
Street front image and pedestrian access should be 
the focus of the multi-family buildings adjacent to 
primary streets. Each project will incorporate interior 
oriented parking solutions and use the following 
design techniques to enhance the architecture of the 
street scene:

Where parking areas are visible from public streets, 
these areas should be screened from view with 
landscape or architectural solutions.

•

trash enclosure
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4.12.4 architectural style selection for 
Multi-Family Buildings

One key to the success of Cordova Hills is the selected 
architectural vocabulary and theme. Individual builders 
must select one or more of the following architectural 
styles from those illustrated in the architectural 
“Styles” section of this document and as listed below 
for each attached or multi-family neighborhood.

Santa Barbara Spanish

Tuscan Refined

Western Hacienda

Note: general criteria from the architectural style 
section of this document apply to single-family 
detached as well as multi-family attached products.

4.12.4.1 Building Massing

Attached and multi-family buildings should achieve 
a varied building mass through varied articulation, 
massing, and creative floor plan arrangement. The 
following criteria should be followed to the greatest 
extent possible:

Minimize blank, singular planes oriented toward 
public views. Provide some architectural elements 
on all sides of the building.

•

•

•

•

Consider intended architectural styles in 
conjunction with the development of building 
plans, massing forms, elements, details, and color.

Design buildings to define outdoor spaces, with 
floor plans that have a logical and functional 
relationship between indoor and outdoor spaces.

4.12.4.2 entries

Entries must create a positive initial impression, 
locate and frame the doorway, act as an interface 
between public and private spaces and further 
identify individual unit entries.

Wherever possible, site plans should orient the 
front door and provide access toward the public 
street or entry courtyard.

Incorporate appropriate roof elements, columns, 
feature windows and/or architectural forms in 
the entry statement to emphasize the building 
character and the location of individual doorways.

If front entry location is not immediately obvious 
due to the building configuration, direct and 
draw the observer to it with added lighting and 
landscape elements.

4.12.4.3 Windows

Windows play an important role in the exterior 
architectural character of multi-family buildings 
and can contribute to energy efficiency when 
strategically located.

Within the appropriate style requirements, group 
and coordinate windows with other design elements 
to create a composition and sense of order.

Where appropriate to style and window form, the 
use of multi-paned windows is encouraged.

Use appropriate scale and proportion typical of 
the style in window design to strengthen the 
elevation style.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Multi-Family Massing
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Balconies

4.12.4.4 Balconies

Balconies are useful in breaking up large wall planes, 
offsetting floors, creating visual interest and adding 
human scale to the building. They provide outdoor 
living areas and elevated open space.

Balconies may be covered or open. They may be 
either recessed into the mass of the building or 
serve as a projecting element, and must meet fire 
code requirements.

Design balconies as an integral element of the 
building with details, eaves, supports, and railings 
in keeping with the architectural style and other 
elements of the building’s design.

Avoid designing plans with balconies that occur 
side by side.

•

•

•

4.12.4.5 garages

Attached or detached garages included in apartment 
projects shall reflect the overall project design 
and minimize their visibility.  To achieve this, these 
structures must incorporate the following:

Utilize the same architectural style, massing 
elements, wall materials and finish, design details 
and colors as the residential dwelling units.

Utilize similar or compatible roof forms.

End wall conditions that are visually prominent 
from the street should receive special 
architectural attention.

The relationship of the garage face to the building 
may be projecting, flush or recessed, provided 
that it is compatible with the mass and style of 
the building.

Provide sectional garage doors with automatic 
door openers. Garage door windows are 
encouraged, but not required.

4.12.4.6 carports

Carports must be compatible with the style, color 
and materials of the primary buildings.

The number of continuous carport parking spaces 
cannot exceed ten (10) without inclusion of a 
landscaped planter or break in the carport structure.

Landscape islands and sidewalks must be provided 
between parking spaces or carports to avoid 
continuous, uninterrupted paving.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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4.12.4.7 community recreation and common 
Facilities

Each attached home builder parcel must include 
common recreation facilities appropriate to the project.

Common recreation facilities must be key 
character elements.

All architectural and community elements, such 
as street furnishings, benches, lighting standards 
and trash receptacles, must be consistent 
with the overall architectural character for the 
neighborhood.

Clubhouse and other common buildings should 
exhibit four sided architecture.

Colors, massing, roof pitch and materials must be 
compatible with residential buildings or exemplify 
project themes.

•

•

•

•

Community Facility

Community Recreation Center
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4.13 toWn center
The Town Center lies at the primary community 
gateway at the intersection of Chrysanthy Boulevard 
and Grant Line Road.  It is envisioned as the 
community focal point or “place maker” in Cordova 
Hills, for social activity, day/night living, commercial 
activity, entertainment and civic use, and community 
identity. The Town Center will include nighttime 
activities, restaurants, entertainment, retail, urban 
plazas, and mixed-use residential or office uses 
adjacent to retail. Vertical mixed-use design may 
evolve over time.

4.13.1 design character
Key design character guidelines for the Town 
Center include:

The proposed character of the Town Center is 
consistent with that of traditional town architecture 
and planning. Buildings will have a consistency 
of form, use of materials, and an appropriate 
treatment of ornamental detailing.

•

Buildings serving a civic function may be 
highlighted with a greater level of architectural 
detail and style than commercial or general 
office uses in order to call attention to their 
community function.

A consistent and harmonious set of building forms 
are proposed. Building types and urban forms 
should provide a pleasing rhythm to the street and 
block patterns.

The Town Center is organized on a strong 
pedestrian circulation system linking the Town 
Center and adjacent neighborhoods. All streets 
with mixed-use structures will have sidewalks with 
the combination of a six (6’)- to eight (8’)-foot 
setback and a ten (10’)-foot to eighteen (18’)-foot 
pedestrian zone. This will afford comfortable and 
safe pedestrian use.

•

•

•

town Center Illustrative Concept
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4.13.1.1 Building Form and Façade

Key building form and façade design guidelines include:

Town Center buildings must be designed with a 
strong recognizable base, body and crowning 
element. The choice of materials for each of these 
elements is to reflect an appropriate representation 
of its function and theme.

•

4.13.1.2 Building Materials allowed

The following building materials are allowed for 
exterior wall construction:

Brick

Stone – natural and custom

Wood

Limestone or pre-cast concrete for window and 
door details

Stucco or cement plaster

Standing seam metal

Exterior insulation finishing system

Granite

Marble

Any other proposed materials that meet the established 
level of quality as approved in Design Review.

Prohibited Building Materials

The following building materials are not permitted 
for use in exterior wall construction:

Plywood

Vinyl or aluminum siding

Plastic siding

Corrugated or reflective metal panels or roofs.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

varied Building Facade

Building forms and facades may be broken into 
short vertical sections that are representative 
of the historical character of eclectic California 
downtown buildings. A variation of building 
heights, parapets, flat and pitched roofs, and 
building materials is encouraged to provide greater 
visual diversity and authenticity.

Composition of building facades must reflect an 
understanding of traditional buildings.

•

•

varied Massing and Materials
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4.13.1.3 Massing

Massing of buildings must reflect the physical force 
of load bearing where appropriate. This is intended 
to instill a sense of quality and the perception that 
the Town Center will last for generations.

4.13.1.4 openings

Design guidelines for building openings along the 
street include:

The proportion of openings should reflect solid 
load bearing structures wherever possible.  Long, 
unsupported spans are to be avoided unless the 
design of the span is treated as if an arch, lintel, 
corbel, or other architectural device traditionally 
used for such function.

Long, horizontal expanses of windows are to be 
avoided, while smaller windows and details are 
encouraged to create a varied and interesting 
street scene.

Solid to void ratios must be carefully considered so as 
to be consistent with traditional themes. Depending 
on the material, fewer voids may be appropriate, as 
in the case of solid masonry structures while longer 
spans and more openings may be visually acceptable 
in structures made of wood.

4.13.1.5 storefronts

Unique storefront designs are encouraged through 
the creative use of signage, entry motifs and varied 
color palettes. Components of a typical storefront 
include the entry door, display windows, transom 
windows, storefront columns, awnings, vertical 
support walls, decorative lintels, second and third 
floor windows that are spaced and proportioned to 
the façade with decorative trim, sills and hoodmolds; 
and finally a decorative cornice on a parapet or 
pitched roof.

•

•

•

4.13.1.6 residential units

Residential uses are permitted to be located above the 
first floor of any mixed-use building.  Live/work units 
may include residential dwelling on the ground floor.

4.13.1.7 open space

The Town Center parks and other plazas that may 
be incorporated in the commercial and office uses 
are considered an integral component of the mixed-
use/activity area.

4.13.1.8 Pedestrian allé

A pedestrian connection or passageway from the 
front of the building to the rear parking is required 
for approximately every 300’ feet of frontage. The 
allé may be sheltered or open or partly covered as in 
the case of an arbor or landscaped arbor.

Sidewalk Cafe
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4.13.1.9 sidewalk cafés and outdoor dining 
space

Sidewalk cafés should create exciting outdoor spaces 
in the Town Center. Outdoor cafés must provide for 
a minimum of six (6’) feet of sidewalk in addition to 
the seating area.

4.13.1.10 arcades

Building arcades should extend a minimum of eight 
feet (8’) beyond the building face.

The minimum height of a building arcade is 
approximately ten feet (10’).

4.13.2 architectural criteria & styles

4.13.2.1 architectural style

The essential architectural criteria within the Town 
Center will create a unique and interesting town core 
that is pedestrian oriented. Buildings must be of the 
highest quality materials, design and construction 
to achieve successful, enduring businesses and 
multifamily developments within the Town Center.

These Guidelines, along with the previous site 
planning criteria, allow for diversity in design and 
should promote individuality, while ensuring the 
architectural integrity of the Town Center as a whole. 

Design themes that clearly reflect the character of the 
region include Spanish Eclectic, Spanish Traditional, 
and Traditional Brick Storefront. Building architecture 
must be a distinctive design that does not incorporate 
standardized franchise architecture. Standardized 
franchise architecture is not permitted.

4.13.2.2 corner Buildings

Since multiple sides of the corner Town Center 
buildings will be street-facing, all street-facing 
sides of corner buildings will be treated like the 
storefront façade.

4.13.2.3 side and rear Building Face 
articulation

All sides of a building within the Town Center must 
be articulated. The rear and sides of a building do 
not have to be as articulated as the front/customer 
entrance, but solid, unarticulated building walls are 
not permitted. The rear and sides of the building must 
have the same exterior materials as the street front.

4.13.2.4 architectural Features

Architectural features such as domes, turrets, towers, 
cupolas, building entry volume or ornamental portions 
of a parapet walls are allowed. Building entries must 
be pedestrian, not monumental, in scale.

4.13.1.11 Parking

One goal of the Town Center is to maximize the 
legibility of “Town Center” buildings through 
their orientation to the street. On-street parking is 
encouraged and large parking lots are sited behind 
the main building mass. In this position, the large 
parking fields become secondary visual elements, yet 
are functionally sized to accommodate the projected 
parking needs of the structure(s).
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4.14 LandscaPe design 
guideLines

4.14.1 Landscape Vision
The landscape character for Cordova Hills will 
reinforce and amplify the land plan, circulation 
network, trails and open space with landscape 
design which is regionally appropriate for the 
eastern grasslands of Sacramento; use of Oaks and 
native / drought tolerant plant species, creation of 
outdoor spaces capitalizing on the warm climate 
and agricultural heritage, and establishing an Early 
California design theme will create this character.

This vision can be furthered defined as follows:

Community “sense of place”: the landscape will 
blend “town like” and “natural” elements to 
create community “place.”  Edge treatments and 
view orientation will blend the Town Center with 
vast adjacent open space as a natural extension 
of the Core Area.  The Paseo Central both divides 
and unites Cordova Hills as the primary natural 
community open space element.

Public Realm: Community parks of varying scale 
will promote civic integration, all aspects of 
recreation, public health and enjoyment of the 
outdoors.  Gardens, plazas, and courts will provide 
identifiable neighborhood locations for peace and 
quiet, reflection.  Public roadway corridors will 
be planted with tree massings to provide shade 

•

•

seasonal color and community “scale.”  The 
extensive off-street and on-street trail network 
will offer a varied and continuous linear experience 
in nature, welcoming and safe, linking known 
destinations with community homes.

Community Entries: The “front door” to Cordova 
Hills will reflect a plan that balances the natural 
and built environment.  The northern entries 
off Grant Line will be directly into mixed-use/
retail environment, with a bold landscape and 
monumentation reflecting the land use; the 
southern gateway features natural, open space 
and a major Sports Park with tailored grass fields 
and a park-line setting.

•

Natural elements

Early California Design Character:  The best 
aspects of early California character will be 
reflected in the plantings, paving, monumentation 
and streetscape of Cordova Hills, including the 
architectural heritage (use of Olives, grapes), 
rustic rock outcroppings with informal grasses (at 
entries/focal points), decomposed granite/earth 
tones (paving, trails), and native trees of great 
character (Oak, Willow, Poplar, Maple) in parks, 
streetscapes, edges.

•

“Naturalized” Plant Palette
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Sustainability: Cordova Hills landscape will 
consistently incorporate water conservation 
measures in plant selection, irrigation, and 
extensive LID measures in streetscapes, open 
space and parks.

4.14.2 Landscape Planning Principles
Balancing significant natural resources with the built 
environment will require responsive and creative 
landscape design. These include:

Provide linkages to regional open space.  Link Cordova 
Hills street and trail system to the adjacent surrounding 
regional trail network, connecting to Deer Creek, 
Laguna Creek, and the American River Parkway.

Provide a diverse range of Open Space: An array 
of parks and open spaces will be programmed 
that address regional, County, Village and 
neighborhood recreational needs.  The various 
scales of these parks will enhance Village and 
neighborhood identity and provide diverse passive 
and active recreation experiences.

Ensure that Cordova Hills will comply with current 
County Codes and Ordinances concerning water 
conservation measures related to landscape and 
improvement standards.

•

•

•

•

Rustic Colors

Provide landscape design and plant materials 
which create long term sustainability including 
drought tolerant non-invasive “naturalized” plant 
materials which are associated with the grassland, 
vernal pool, and drainage corridor environmental 
settings in Cordova Hills.

Utilize landscape materials and design to provide 
community identity.  The unique design qualities of 
each park/open space are intended to create a distinct 
identity for each Village or neighborhood space 
(configuration, scale, program).

Integrate storm water and open space systems.  The 
Cordova Hills storm water management program 
will be designed and landscaped in a manner 
consistent with the overall open space system and 
design character.

Water conservation will help define the social 
commitment of the community.  This includes 
careful use of water for landscaping, irrigation, site 
design, maintenance practices, and low water use 
plant material.

Apply sustainable landscaping strategies, such as 
Low Impact Development (LID), to the greatest 
extent possible. For further discussion on 
sustainable measures for Cordova Hills, refer to 
Chapter 2, Sustainability.

•

•

•

•

•

village entry
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4.14.2.1 early california community character

The landscaping character for Cordova Hills will 
be reminiscent of Early California, a theme that is 
compatible with the rural open spaces and agricultural 
heritage of the local area. This character will be 
consistently reflected in the entry monuments, natural 
and manicured landscape edge treatments, open 
space, adjacent land buffers, slopes and streetscapes.

The Early California physical design palette 
generally includes:

Native stone (volcanic, cobble, granite).

Perennial native grasses.

Sculptural tree forms (Sycamore, Oak, and 
Cottonwood).

Earth textures (decomposed granite).

Informality and natural feeling.

Rustic, “flat” colors with a matte finish on man-
made objects.

Minimal use of “flash” colors in man-made objects.

Minimal use of water except in key “oases” areas, 
courtyards, focal points.

Seasonal color in plant material.

Olive groves and grape vineyards at high visual 
impact areas and key intersections.

4.14.3 Landscape Zones
The landscape plan for Cordova Hills defines distinct 
landscape zones as shown in Figure 4.10: Landscape 
Zones. Each zone will incorporate distinctive 
landscape characteristics and planting design in 
a coordinated manner. The landscape zones that 
are most important to the establishment of the 
community’s visual landscape character are adjacent 
to the avoided lands, hillsides, streetscape and the 
edges of the Villages.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4.14.4 Planting design Principles and Plant 
Palette

A Community Plant Palette is established for each 
zone in the Appendix B: Community Plant Palette. 
The Plant Palette reflects the following core 
principles.

Plant selection is based on topography, proximity to 
open space and biological avoidance areas.

Plantings shall be simple, and easy to maintain and 
incorporates many drought tolerant plant materials.

Provide a mix of plant material sizes in informal 
planting schemes.

The plant palette should include both long and short-
lived plant materials.  The plant palette should include 
combination of plant materials with a lifespan that 
endures several generations.

Space trees and shrubs with consideration for their 
ultimate size.

Use native plants where adaptable, available 
and compatible.

Use a plant palette consistent with the Early 
California theme.

Use plants that are climate adapted.

No turf will be used on slopes greater than 4:1.

4.14.5 Paseo central
The north/south Paseo Central will provide a linear 
open space suitable for passive recreation activities 
such as hiking and bicycling outside of the wetland 
avoided area. A visual demarcation will define the 
avoided boundary of the drainage course and keep 
human interaction limited to the adjacent trail and rest 
areas. Potential uses within the Paseo Central consist 
of but are not limited to, recreation, trails, dog parks, 
picnic areas, and detention basins

Plant material native to the drainage course will 
supplement the existing vegetation to create a 
pleasing aesthetic experience and to enhance its visual 
significance. Graded areas will be re-vegetated with 
native and native compatible noninvasive species, per 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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SECTION  “B”

SECTION  “A”

CONCEPTUAL LANDSCAPE DRAINAGE/ TRAIL CORRIDOR SECTIONS

Conceptual Paseo Central Section

Figure 4.10: Landscape Zones
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the Community Plant Palette, located in Appendix 
B. Temporary irrigation will be provided until plant 
establishment. Trails will be elevated above the 10-year 
storm event floodplain. 

4.14.6 Biological avoidance areas
Located in basins, along the avoided edge condition 
areas, and open space areas, new, native vegetation 
and vegetated bioswales will enhance the character, 
water quality and habitat value of the overall 
community. A vegetated swale will intercept surface 
water run-off between the landscaped areas and 
the Avoided Area boundary. All plantings should be 
irregular in their arrangement and distributed so as 
to recreate a natural setting as much as possible.

The planting of native, compatible trees and shrub 
species will be applied to transition areas where 
urban and landscaped elements transition to the 
avoided areas. Irrigation will be provided until such 
time as the established plants are self-sustaining.

The Community Plant Palette, found in Appendix 
B, describes the type of plantings allowed in the 
Biological Avoided Edge Condition Areas. Section 
7.6, Edge Conditions describes the required setbacks, 
landscape concepts, fencing and other features 
designed to protect natural resources along the 
Avoided Area boundaries.

4.14.7 residential Landscapes
The residential landscape or private zone landscape 
includes the area outside the streetscape, open 
space and parks. The private zone provides the 
most flexibility in terms of planting design and 
is intended to serve as the usable outdoor space 
associated with residences.

Although the landscape for the private zone can 
be more ornamental in nature, the homeowner 
is encouraged  to use plant materials that are 
compatible with the streetscape zone and adjacent 
open space and park designations. Homeowners 

are also encouraged and may actually be required 
to limit turf areas to defined areas extending from 
the residence or front patio.  Residential properties 
with landscapes over 2500 s.f. shall comply with the 
County Water Conserving Landscape Ordinance. 
Water conserving irrigation methods such as 
drip or micro sprays are encouraged.  Guidelines 
or requirements for compatible plant materials, 
limitations on turf use, and water conserving 
irrigation techniques will be provided by the 
applicable Homeowners Association or Builder.

Residential Street Scene

4.14.8 Landscape Maintenance standards
The following are generalized standards for overall 
community landscape maintenance. The maintenance 
standards will be further defined and detailed in 
builder design manuals and Neighborhood/Village 
Covenants, Conditions, and Restrictions (CC&Rs).

Maintain all landscape material, including trees, 
shrubs groundcovers and grasses in a healthy 
condition at all times.

Remove damaged, dead or diseased plant 
material promptly and replace it with plants that 
match the original design intent in terms of size, 
location and variety.

Remove overgrown, oversized or hazardous plant 
materials when they cannot be pruned to a safe 
condition or threaten public health, safety or welfare.

Prepare and show maintenance specifications on 
landscape plans, describing the irrigation, pruning 
weeding, fertilizer, applications and other pertinent 
maintenance criteria for all landscape areas.

•

•

•

•
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4.15 streetscaPes
The streetscapes in the Cordova Hills community 
will be consistent with the landscape design vision 
for the, Village edges and gateways entries. All 
streets will be landscaped with a combination of 
water conserving trees, shrubs, groundcovers and 
ornamental grasses as appropriate.  Cordova Hills 
encourages the use of permeable paving where 
appropriate.  No trees will be planted in the bottom 
of LID swales and low drainage spots.

4.15.1 roadways

town center Boulevard

A 10’ wide sidewalk, accented with street furniture, 
will be utilized along this key Boulevard. Street trees 
will be planted in tree wells with a minimum size of six 
feet square. Tree grates set flush with the pavement 
will maximize the use of the sidewalk areas, allowing 
pedestrians to move freely. In addition to large scale  
tree canopies spaced 25’ to 35’ on center, the street 
scene will include pedestrian-scaled lighting, sized 
and located to coordinate with the street trees.

Special paving treatments, such as architectural 
concrete and precast pavers will be used at key 
intersections and pedestrian crossings at high 
traffic areas. In  coordination with building facades, 
trellised outdoor seating areas, canopies and market 
umbrellas provide shade, as well pedestrian scale 
and comfort.

neighborhood collector and street

The landscape treatment will include broad canopy 
trees in 8’-10’ wide parkways which will create a 
canopy over the roadway. Spacing will be regular 
at maximum thirty (30’) feet on center. These 
trees will provide a strong definition of the street 
edge and a clear separation of pedestrians from 
vehicular traffic. Parkways will include Low Impact 

Design (LID) features where feasible and will include 
water conserving, low shrubs, groundcovers and 
ornamental grasses.

rural street

The Estates Village streetscape is the most rural in 
character in Cordova Hills. The design intent is to 
blend with the naturalized landscape and Cordova 
Hills estate home character. This area will use a  
simplified planting palette, compatible with the Early 
California landscape character and natural terrain. 
A layering of native grasses, low groundcovers and 
shrubs that have mounding forms will extend to the 
parcel line. No turf grass will be allowed.

Lane

Lanes or alleyways are proposed to provide rear 
vehicular loading and service areas. Lanes will have 
a four-foot landscape edge to be planted with small 
patio trees and shrubs to soften the harshness of the 
travel lanes and adjacent architectural facades.
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4.15.1.1 street Landscape Materials

Primary street trees

Primary street trees are located closest to the street 
to provide each roadway with scale and form. 
Spacing will be 25’ to 40’ on-center depending 
on the species and planted in a formal or informal 
arrangement, depending on the nature of the 
adjacent land use. Plant material will be selected to 
become drought tolerant when established.

secondary street trees

Secondary street trees are used to add contrast and 
background to the primary street tree. Secondary trees 
can also be used to provide color and accent at points 
of interest along the streetscape. Planted in an informal 
fashion, the trees will be distinctive in form and color but 
complementary to the form of the primary street tree. 
Spacing will be irregular at 30’ on-center maximum and 
drought tolerant when established.

shrubs

Shrubs are used in landscape easements and 
medians to soften the ground plane and visually link 
all landscape materials.  Large massings of singular 
type shrubs will be selected according to maturity 
size, color, texture and seasonal interest. Low 
growing shrubs will be used in combination with 
groundcovers and grasses in the medians, parkways 
and behind sidewalks. Shrubs will be selected for 
their drought tolerant characteristics.

groundcovers and ornamental grasses

Groundcover species and grasses, including park turf 
will be low water usage types and after establishment 
will be drought tolerant.  Choose park turf that uses 
50% less water than traditional turf, has reduced 
maintenance needs, and is not a seeded variety.

4.15.2 Landscape Monuments
Entrance features are intended to provide a defining 
element that reinforces the overall design theme and 
vision for Cordova Hills. There are three types of entrance 
features proposed for Cordova Hills, as follows. 

Community Gateways, Village Entries, and smaller 
Neighborhood entrance features: All are located 
in landscape corridors along arterial or collector 
roads. All entrances include use of a massing of 
trees, background tree, low fieldstone planter walls, 
flowering shrubs and signage.

Figure 4.11: Gateway and Entry Monuments Map 
illustrates planned locations for entry monuments in 
Cordova Hills, as follows.

4.15.2.1 gateway entry

Entry gateways will create a sense of place and 
identity for Cordova Hills and the multiple Villages 
that announce to visitors that they have arrived at 
a major destination. The gateways will establish 
community design through a large massing of 
singular plantings, low stone planter walls, an 
iconic piece of architecture, signage and logo for 
identification, street lighting, and hardscape and 
landscape treatments. The major gateways also 
provide an opportunity to integrate public art.

Drought tolerant Ground Covers
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4.15.2.2 Village entry

The Village entries are enlarged landscape areas with 
special paving located at key intersections along 
arterial and collector streets. They will be the signature 
element within each Village and will set the individual 
landscape theme. The features may differ in each 
Village, but the overall appearance of each feature will 
be complementary to one another throughout the 
community. Entry walls are characterized by plaster 
with accent stone, raised metal Village signage and 
logos. Significant stands of evergreen and deciduous 
trees will be used as a naturalized massing. In these 
locations specimen quality trees, such as Olives, Valley 
or Blue Oaks, chosen for their unique characteristics, 
will be integrated into the entry theme.

4.15.2.3 neighborhood entry

Neighborhood entries are located throughout each 
Village street network to further define and reinforce 
their respective themes. These features are smaller 
in scale than the Village entries but utilize the same 
landscape design concepts to reinforce the streetscape 
theme of each neighborhood.

Materials of the sign wall will reflect the design of the 
respective neighborhood. Project entries are located at 
the primary access point to the neighborhood. Signage 
will be mounted on the neighborhood wall or in the 
entrance median. The landscape treatment reinforces 
the theme of the neighborhood streetscape and will 
be compatible with the architectural/marketing styles 
of each builder.

Neighborhood entry Low Community Stone theme wall

StoNe waLL wItH 
DRy StaCk 
aPPeaRaNCe

tHeMeD PLaNt-
ING BeyoND 
waLLStoNe waLL teRMINateS

INto eaRtH MoUNDING
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Figure 4.11: Gateway and entry Monumentation Map
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4.15.3 Walls and Fences
Walls and fences provide screening between uses, enhance 
community entries, provide sound attenuation, define the 
edges of streetscapes and provide privacy and security for 
private property. The  material and designs of the walls 
and fencing vary throughout the community, depending 
on the location and visibility from the public domain.

The use of walls and physical barriers within the public 
realm (view shed) will be minimized.  Walls will only be 
constructed where necessary, for sound attenuation, 
primary screening or monumentation.  Residential 
neighborhoods should appear to have an open character 
and high visibility. Community open space, public corridors, 
Avoided edges and community recreation spaces will be 
designed as open to the community and not closed and 
separated by walls.

Where wall separation is required, perimeter walls will 
receive green landscape treatments (vines or shrub 
screening) to minimize the impact of the solid walls. This 
practice creates “green walls.”

4.15.3.1 Low community stone theme Wall

Low community fieldstone theme walls, and or berms, are 
located at major street intersections and Village entries and 
are reminiscent of the Early California use of hand stacked 
stone as a means to delineate use areas.  Low stone planter 
walls with masses of olive trees and shrubs reinforce the 
community design vision with its rural appearance and 
interconnection to the land forms. The stone wall heights 
will not exceed four feet (4’).

4.15.3.2 enhanced community Privacy Wall

Enhanced community privacy walls will be located 
in areas of high visibility from public streets requires 
a high quality “architectural” appearance. This wall 
type incorporates decorative pilasters, textured face 
and wall caps. Wall heights will not exceed six feet 
(6’). The overall height may be increased where 
needed by combining walls and earth mounding.

4.15.3.3 standard Masonry Wall

Standard masonry walls will be used as barriers and 
screens between different land uses. They will have 
a textured face and pilasters in proportion to the 
height and mass of the wall.  This type of wall will be 
used in locations that are less visible from the public 
streets. Wall heights will not exceed six feet (6’). The 
overall height may be increased where needed by 
combining walls and earth mounding.

4.15.3.4 split rail Fence

Split rail fencing is intended to provide an open, 
informal barrier at developed edges adjacent to open 
space and parks. Open fences will also be used to 
separate different functions within landscape open 
space corridors. Open fence height will not exceed 
four feet (4’), and can be simulated, composite, or 
natural wood.

enhanced Community Privacy wall

Split Rail Fence
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4.15.3.5 View Fence

View fences between residential and open space 
areas will be constructed of a low masonry knee 
wall and open metal. The fence will not exceed six 
feet (6’) in height

4.15.3.6 Post and cable Fencing

Post and cable fencing (or wood split rail or metal 
fencing) will be constructed at the interface between 
public trail corridor and Avoided Areas. The post and 
cable fencing will not exceed four feet (4’) in height 
and is intended to provide an informal security 
measure and barrier.

4.15.4 Public art and street Furniture
Public art can enhance the landscape and provide 
focus within public spaces. Public art can help create 
an identity and character for both individual uses and 
Villages, and the Cordova Hills community. Public art 
brings livability and beauty to shared spaces where 
people live, work, visit and recreate.

Public art will be encouraged within Cordova Hills. 
Timeless, environmental or functional pieces such as 
a fountain and street furniture will be encouraged.  
Public art will be located in key community 
gathering places in the Town Center, University / 
College Campus Center and at the neighborhood 
level in commercial and institutional uses, and in the 
recreation facilities.

Public art

Street Furniture

Post and cable Fencing
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A consistent and well-designed palette of street 
furniture will be utilized within the Cordova Hills 
community. The intent is to provide a unified, 
functional and visually appealing array of elements 
including pedestrian and vehicular street lights, transit 
shelters, kiosks, tree grates and guards, benches 
and trash receptacles.  All of these elements will 
be consistent with and will enhance the landscape 
theme of the community.

some custom features may include:

Special or unique color employed throughout the 
community.

Specific materials that reinforce a continuity or 
visually cohesive quality.

Incorporation of a Cordova Hills logo and 
uniform lettering/font style, where appropriate, 
for community level signage, identification and 
directional graphics.

4.15.5 exterior Lighting
Exterior lighting includes street lighting, building and 
landscape accent lighting, and sign illumination.

The Cordova Hills objectives for exterior lighting 
include the following:

To contribute to the safe and efficient use of all 
public and private areas in Cordova Hills.

To increase personal and property security.

To complement and reinforce the architectural and 
landscape character of all public and private spaces.

To contribute to the ease of way finding through 
the development.

To meet all applicable public and environmental 
standards, including energy conservation.

To provide a consistent quality of lighting 
throughout the community.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

To avoid adverse impacts such as excessive glare 
and light spill.

All lights shall point down or be a shielded up-light.

To reinforce the identity of each component of Cordova 
Hills, including private and public space improvements.

Fixtures, light standards and all exposed accessories 
should be harmonious with the building design 
and the visual environment.

three basic principles for lighting include:

Streetlights should provide a safe and desirable 
level of illumination for both motorists and 
pedestrians without intruding into residential 
areas.

Lighting fixtures should relate to the human scale 
especially in pedestrian areas.

Lighting and lighting fixtures should complement 
the design and character of the environment in 
which they are placed.

All street lighting will conform to County standards 
and an approved theme lighting program.

general standards

Consider energy conservation in nighttime lighting 
plans. Plans for the design and operation of lighting 
and illumination should be developed consistent 
with the latest technical and operational energy 
conservation concepts.

All exterior lighting shall be maintained on a 
regular basis to an “as-new” standard to assure 
that all lighting fixtures, bulbs and elements are in 
good working order.

All stop lights in Cordova Hills shall meet 
Sacramento County LED standards. 

All lighting applications subject to the 2008 
Building Efficiency Standards Section 147, shall use 
fixtures approved by the International Dark Sky 
Association.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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4,15.5.1 street Lighting standards

Street lighting shall be designed to fit the level of 
lighting required for vehicular, pedestrian and 
bicyclist safety and to establish a distinctive hierarchy 
relating to the importance and scale of the street.

Lighting along Major streets

Major thoroughfares such as University Boulevard 
and North Loop Boulevard from Grantline Road to 
Paseo Central shall be lighted with tall masts located 
to provide interconnected pools of light along the 
travel lanes and adjacent sidewalks and  pedestrian 
and bike paths.  Lighting shall be shielded to avoid 
light spillage into the open space Avoidance Areas 
near the street.

Lighting along special Pedestrian oriented streets

Town Center Boulevard, Chrysanthy Boulevard, 
Paseo Central Boulevard, and the main street 
through University Village shall have lighting that 
provides a generally continuous pool of lighting at 
the pedestrian level along the sidewalk.  Light poles 
may include both pedestrian scale and vehicular 
scale light fixtures.  The lighting shall be designed 
to provide a bright, attractive space for people and 
should contribute to the character of the street 
through distinctive lighting masts and fixtures.

 Pedestrian lighting may be attached to the buildings 
along sidewalks.  Such lighting must be of a 
consistent design that matches all other fixtures 
along the street and shall be mounted a minimum 
of 12 feet above the sidewalk level.  This lighting 
condition is not addressed in County Service Area 1 
(CSA-1), as most buildings occur outside of the road 
right-of-way. These lights may have to be maintained 
by the building owner or the CHCSA.

Lighting along residential streets

Residential streets are intended to be relatively darker 
than the major and special pedestrian oriented 
streets.  Street lights shall be located at intersections 
and the entry to any paseo, but the spacing of street 
lights may allow for separation between pools of 
light.  All street lights shall be shielded to avoid light 
spillage into residences.

character of Lighting Fixtures

The specific lighting fixtures that will be used 
in Cordova Hills will be selected as part of the 
detailed streetscape plan for specific developments 
concurrent with the approval of final maps.  The 
purpose of this section is to establish the general 
criteria for street lighting throughout the Cordova 
Hills community.  Selection of lighting fixtures that 
conform to these criteria will result in a common 
theme for all lighting, whether on major streets or in 
private parking areas.  
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The key features for street , pedestrian and parking 
area lighting in Cordova Hills include the following:

All lighting fixtures shall have a downward facing 
form with a conical or rounded top that prohibits 
light from escaping skyward. 

Acorn style fixtures are prohibited.

All lighting fixtures shall have a curvilinear form 
rather than a square or rectangular box shape.   

Lighting fixtures shall be supported by an arm that 
extends from the mast, pole, or building façade.   

The supporting arm shall be curvilinear and 
supported by a brace that is also curvilinear.  The 
supporting arm shall be simple and elegant in 
form and not ornate.

Masts and poles should be simple in form without 
excessive ornamentation.

•

•

•

•

•

•

All masts, poles, supporting arms and fixtures 
shall be finished in non-gloss black or a dark color.  
Generally, the color of all elements should be 
subdued so as to blend into the streetscape.  An 
exception may be allowed in the Town Center core 
area and in the University Village where alternate 
colors that correspond to a specific color scheme 
may be applied to create a special location effect.

Banners may be applied to street lighting masts 
if part of an overall design theme incorporated in 
the streetscape plan. 

The mounting hardware shall be breakaway and 
designed into the standards so that in high winds 
the banners will detach and not damage the poles, 
and the banners are installed and maintained by 
other than County personnel

Lighting service Level standards

There are two service standards in CSA-1, enhanced 
and decorative.  Cordova Hills will select design 
standard options from the decorative standards 
defined by CSA-1 throughout the project.  CSA-1 
will consider an alternative standard if the builder 
desires another standard.   However, CSA-1 must 
receive a sample of the product so that they can test 
for durability before it is accepted.  

Glass globes are preferred within CSA-1. Plastic 
globe covers get vandalized and broken much more 
often than glass globes. 

4.15.5.2 safety design

Cordova Hills will implement, to the greatest 
extent feasible, concepts and strategies for Crime 
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) 
and traditional crime prevention organizational and 
mechanical methods of target hardening. The CPTED 
concept promotes the idea of the proper design and 
effective use of the built environment, which can 
lead to the reduction of crime and improvement in 
the quality of life.  

•

•

•
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CPTED concepts involve four overlapping strategies; 
Natural Surveillance, Territorial Reinforcement, 
Natural Access Control and Target Hardening, 
defined as follows:

Natural Surveillance- A design concept intended 
to allow intruders and offenders to be easily 
viewable to people passing a property and 
those using the property.

Territorial Reinforcement- A strategy to create 
and/or extend the property’s sphere of influence, 
which is the perception that someone is in control 
of the area.  This strategy distinguishes private 
space from public space by using landscaping, 
pavement design, signage and fences.

Natural Access Control- this strategy is intended 
to decrease the opportunity for crime by denying 
access to a crime target and increasing the 
perception of risk to the offender

Target hardening- this strategy enhances the 
physical security of a crime target through the 
use of locks, hardware, door and window types, 
security alarms and other traditional crime 
prevention methods.

Landscaping

Landscaping is encouraged to be of the type and 
situated in locations to maximize observation 
while providing the desired degree of aesthetics. 
Defensible/Security type planting (bougainvillea, 
cactus, etc) are encouraged along fences and 
property lines and under vulnerable windows.

All entrances to parking areas shall be posted 
with appropriate signs per 22658(a) CVC, to assist 
in removing vehicles at the property owner’s/
manager’s request.

All retail/commercial and multi-housing parking 
lots and/or driveways shall be posted with 
appropriate signs per CPC 602 K SCC 9.80.010, to 
prohibit trespassing. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fencing /access control

Vertical wrought-iron fencing material shall be 
used, where feasible, for all fences between 
private lots and open space, parks, right-of-ways 
or other public space.  This will allow visibility 
and encourage residents and patrons to view 
activities, in those areas.  In addition, this will 
render those areas less attractive to loiterers/
offenders who wish to use those areas for 
criminal or mischievous purposes.

Lighting

There shall be on-street lighting to allow for 
adequate visibility by residents, patrons, students, 
law enforcement/security and passersby during 
hours of darkness (refer to subsection 4.15.5, 
Exterior Lighting)

All lighting fixtures shall be of the type and kind to 
minimize breakage and other vandalism.

Parking areas, roadways and driveways shall 
be illuminated with high intensity discharge 
lighting with sufficient wattage to provide 
adequate illumination in order to provide a safe, 
secure environment for persons, property, and 
vehicles on-site.  Such lighting is encouraged to 
be equipped with vandal-resistant covers and 
photocell control.  A lighting level of .25 to .50 
foot-candles, maintained at ground level, shall be 
required for the different sites in general; entry 
intersections shall be .50 or greater.

home addressing

A unit number shall be displayed in a prominent 
location on the front side of all residential units in 
such a position that the number is easily visible to 
approaching emergency vehicles during daylight 
as well as hours of darkness.

The numerals shall be no less than six (6) inches 
in height and shall be of a contrasting color to the 
background to which they are attached.

•

•

•

•

•

•




